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Reagan fightsto clear

AWACS for Kingdom
... O

. WASHINGTON. Oct. 5 (AP) — U.S.
President Ronald Reagan stepped up his

fight Monday for congressional approval of
his planned $8.5 billion Saudi Arabian arms
deal. But the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee delayed a preliminary vote.
While Reagan tried to drum up support at a

White -House luncheon, the committee
decided not to vote before Congress starts a
week- long recess Wednesday, meaning that a
vote could not come before Oct. 14 at the
earliest.

The arms package, which indudes five

AWACS radar planes, faces near-certain
rejection by the committee unless terms of
the sale are modified.
Reagan called all Senate Republicans ro

the White House Tuesday to a personal push
to save the deal.

'‘The next step will be the president’s per-
sonal intervention,” Senator Howard H.
Baker Jr., told reporters. “1 think President

Reagan will make a special appeal. 1 still have
some hope.**

Reagan, accusing opponents of the deal of
wrong propaganda campaign, said Sunday be
had not "really gone to bat yet.” He said he
docs not intend to share ownership of the

radar planes with Saudi Arabia.

He called leading foreign Policy figures

from previous administrations to the White
House for a luncheon and Rose Garden
reception Tuesday to demonstrate, he said

Sunday, "how many people of varying politi-

cal backgrounds and views are in

wholehearted support of the AWACS sale.”

Referring to Kingdom's objections to

proposals that U.S. airmen be included in the

cockpit crews once the planes have been
turned over Saudi Arabia, he said: "We have

no intention of violating their sovereignly,*'

Reagan said. ”We believe this is in our best

interest and certainly that of Saudi Arabia.”

The president said that he also believed

"there is no risk to the United States or our

security in any way.” He said he thought

Saudi Arabia. ’in objecting to various prop-

osed compromises intended to overcome
opposition in the Senate, « as responding to

"misinformation about what is m mind.”

The guest list included four formerdefense

secretaries Harold brown, Elliott Richard-

son. Melvin Laird and Robert McNamara

—

live former White House national security

advisers — Gordon Gray, Walter Rostow.

McGoorgc Bundy. Henry Kissinger and

/.hingniew Bneczinftki — as well as three

former chairmen ofthe joint chiefsof staff

—

Adm. Thomas Moorer. Gen. Lyman Lem-
nitzer and Gen. Maxwell Taylor.

Meanwhile, the proposed sale was sup-

ported at a Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee hearing by former President cartel’s

iissistant secretary of state for the Middle

East. Harold T. Saunders said a congres-

sional veto of the sale would hurt long-term

U.S defense cooperation with Arab coun-

tries because it would be "further confirma-

tion in Arab eves that the United States has

Presidart Ratud

made Israel its chosen instrument in the Mid-
dle East andis not prepared to treat key Arab
states as full partners.”

Asked Sunday on his return to the White

House from a weekend at the Camp David.

Maryland, presidential retreat if he were

worried, Reagan replied. *Tm always wor-

ried until you can count the votes.”

Later. White House spokesman Larry

Speaks said Monday all of them backed the

sale ofAWACS to the Saudi Arabia and the

lunch would “demonstrate to the doubters

that there is strong suppon...going back over

six administrations.”

Ali Khamenei
is declared

poll winner
TEHRAN, Oct. < (Agencies) — The

leader of Iran's ruling Islamic Republican

Party. Hojatoleslam Ali Khamenei has been
elected president with 95 percent of votes

cast, according to the official result

announced by Tehran radio Monday.
Khamenei, 41, who was wounded in an

assassination attempt in July, is thethird pres-

ident in post-revolutionary Iran and the first

clergyman to hold the post. The radio said he
received 16,007,972 of the 16.846,996 votes

cast in the elections last Friday. The radio was
quoting figures released by Iran's Interior

Ministry.

Two million more people voted than dur-

ing the previous election in July which

brought President Muhammad Ali Rajai to

power. Rajai, who was killed in a bomb blast

in August, succeeded Abolhassan Bani-Sadr.
Iran’s first president. Bani-Sadr, who was
ousted in June, is now in exile in France.
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Medical breakthrough

Heart patient ‘well’
CAPE TOWN. Oct. 5 (R) — American

Rick Anderson, who underwent a bean
transplant operation Sunday was in satisfac-

tory condition Monday, a spokesman for

Gnoote Schuur Hospital said.

Surgeons made an 800-mile (1.3 00-km)
round trip by air to Port Elizabeth, on the

Indian Ocean, to check whetherthe heart of

a student killed in a car crash was suitable

for 29-year-old Anderson (of Smithville.

Missouri) and then bring it back to Cape
Town.
The team returned to Cape Town with

the heart of Marius Minnie. IS. in a newly-

developed machine which maintains the

organ at low temperature in fluid. It was'

believed to be the first time a heart had
been flown so far for a transplant.

The machine, which the team hopes can

keep a heart in good condition for up to 24
hours, is being hailed by medical experts

here as a major breakthrough.
Professor Christian Barnard, who did

yesterday’s transplant pioneered heart

transplant at Groote Schuur 14 years ago.

He predicted recently that hearts would
soon be flown around the world for trans-

planting. The new technique could bring

fresh hope to patients needing new- hearts

who often face long waits for suitable

donors.

It was the second new heart for the

patient, who was reported in satisfactory

condition after the operation. He had

received one in 1979. also in the Groote

Schuur Hospital, but his body rejected it

after a few weeks. Doctors say he has a

condition which makes it difficult to match
organ tissues.

He said in 1979 he had come to South

Dr. Christian
Africa after American heart surgeons told
him nothing could be done for him.
The hospital reported today that there

were no complications after yesterday's
seven hour "piggyback" in which the new
heart supports Anderson's own heart.
The World’s first heart transplant was

carried out at Groote Schuur in 1967 by a
team under Barnard.
Winston Wicomb, who headed the team

which flew to Port Elizabeth, said today he
had been concerned about the effects of
pressure changes during the flight on the
portable unit used to keep the heart alive.

Before the flight, the unit, had only been
tested in static conditions.

Wicomb said that during the flight he
found the solution was overflowing from the

unit and he was forced to switch the
machine off without being sure he could
restart it.

For interior ministry

U.S. firm to run hospital
JEDDAH, Oct. 5 (SPA) — A Los

1

Angeles-based company Monday signed a

SR2S4 million (S82.7 million) contract to

operate and maintain the Internal Security

Forces Hospital in Riyadh.

Interior Minister Prince Naif bin Abdul

Azizsigned the three-yearcontract in Jeddah

with National Medical Enterprises President

Frederick William Taylor and other company

officials.

The signing ceremoney was also attended

by Gen. Hashim Abdul Rahman, assistant

director of internal security administrative

affairs and Dr. Othraan Alajroush. director

general of medical services. The company
side included Abid Favez Garha. representa-

tive of ihe company in the Kingdom: Brian

Atchinson. legal counsel: Irving Mellor direc-

tor. and Frank Kinch. hospital specialist.

The 120-bed hospital will treat Internal

Security Forces personnel and their families.

Prince Naif said in a statement signing the

'“^.reement rhat he has “great confidence in

the company to offer the patients the best

treatment” He emphasized the importance
of good hospital administration and the ser-

vices of medical specialists in addition to

modem medical equipment.

The prince thanked the pubEc security

medical services and said the government is

giving special attention to medical services

throughout the country. There should be a

number of specialist hospitals and adequate
number of doctors in the country, he added.

“These are vital and basic matters that the

state is concerned abouL
”

Genscher lauds Kingdom

Bonn backs Fahd plan
PEKING. Oct. 5 (API —- Visiting West

German Foreign Minister Hans- Dietrich

Genscher called' Monday night for a political

solution to the Soviet intervention in

Afghanistan and said Saudi Arabia was an

important country.

He made the comments in a toast at a ban-

quet hosted by Chinese Foreign Minisrer

Huang Hua at the Great Hall of the People.

Foreign Minisrer spokesman Karl Paschke
told reporters in a briefing that Genscher
explained German foreign policy to Huang
Hua. China is alarmed by the tide of anri-

Artnericanism in Europe and in NATO and
warns against detente with the Soviet Union.

The spokesman said Genscher explained

the European "Venice Initiative” calling for

a political solution in Afghanistan — a prop-

osal opposed by China. He also explained his

ideas about a European-Arab dialogue .
”The

Afghan people must be free to regain their

independence and nonalignment.” Genscher
said in remarks prepared for delivery ar his

banquet toast. "We support tbe efforts of

nonaligned and Islamic states for a political

solution" he said.

Genscher said Germany appreciated the

eight point initiative of Crown Prince Fahd

on the Middle East, calling it a "real and

constructive suggestion.” He said Germany
feels that Saudi Arabia can play a "consider-

able and responsible role" in the Middle

East. He said the country is important, not

only because of its oil but because of its

importance as a stabilizing factor in the reg-

ion.”

In his banquet speech, Chinese Foreign

Minister Huang Hua repeated China's com-
plaints about the Middle East and Afghanis-

tan.“The big and small hegetnonists (aggres-

sors) still refuse to withdraw their forces of

aggression from Afghanistan and Cam-
bodia,” he said. "In order to consoEdate their

occupation, they still pursue a policy of

annihilation of people as they want to further

their global strategic positions.” he said.

(Related Story on Page 3.

}

U.N. pinpoints cancer agents
GENEVA. Oct. 5 (AFP) — A report pub-

lished bya United Nations task force here has

pinpointed 20-40 known chemical com-
pounds, common to a handful of key indus-

tries responsible for most cases ofon-the-job

cancer.

The report, issued by the U.N. Interna-

tional Labor Office, is the work of a confer-

ence of 370 specialise from 36 countries in

Helsinki last August. It found that, of 60-

70,000 known chemical compounds to which

humansmay be exposed, some 900 have pro-

duced cancer in laboratory animals. Of these,

says the report, 20-40 have proven cancer

agents in humans.
Most of them are found on the job. the

report said. In chemical, insulation, mining,

gas and chromium industries, the culprits are

coal dust and tar, asbestos, arsenic, musiard.

gas. nickel, hematite and berryEum. The
high-hazard jobs arc miner, smelter, machin-

ist and chimney sweep. The chief risk: Lung
cancer.

In the dry cleaning industry, auramine.

benzidine. Type-B naptha and
4-aminodiphenyl are the causes. Bladder

cancer is the chief risk.

In the furniture and leather industries,

wood and leaiherdust can cause cancerof the

nasal cavity.

Zinc refinerv workers and battery makers

risk prostate cancer from exposure to cad-

mium. says the report, and significant causes

of skin cancer include shale oil. X-rays and

ultraviolet rays.

The report says cancer is responsible for20

percent of all deaths in developed nations,

and 80-90 percent of aU types of cancer are

linked directly or indirectly to the environ-

ment. It notes that, apart from environmental

factors, such personal habits as overeating

and poor nutrition, and abuse of tobacco and

alcohol, are among the chief causes of cancer

deaths.

Heart ailments, accounting for 50 percent

of ali deaths, are by contrast more often attri-

buted to aging, the report notes.

A convention adopted by the labor office

— the permanent secretariat of the Interna-

tiona] Labor Organization — in 1974 and

since ratified by 16 countries has recom-

mended replacement of carcinogenic sub-

stances, establishment of a list of prohibited

or controlled carcinogens, research on

work-related cancer risks, medical control of

high-risk jobs and worker education.

Tbe Helsinki conference, under the office’s

aegies, was sponsored by the Finland Insti-

tute of Work Hygiene, the World Health

Organization and the International Center

for Cancer Research.

Addressing General Assembly

Saud calls on U.N.
to adopt Fahd plan
NEW YORK, Ocl 5 (SPA) — A single

package using Crown Prince FahcTs eight-

point peace plan as a guideline was suggested
to the United Nations Monday by Saudi
Arabia’s Foreign Minister Prince Saud Al-
Faisal. In the face of IsraeE defiance of past

U.N. resolutions. Prince Saud said that a

combination of past Security Council resolu-

tions should be decided upon which would
include the Saudi Arabian peace plan.

Tbe eight-point plan includes the complete
IsraeE withdrawal from Arab territories

occupied in tbe 1967 Middle East war,
including Jerusalem ; the removal of Jewish
settlements from the West Bank of the Jor-

dan River and the Gaza Strip ; the creation of
a Palestinian state with the holy city of
Jerusalem as its capital ; endorsement of the
right ofPalestinians to return to their former
homes or payment to them of just compensa-
tion ; and confirmation of all states in the

region to Eve in peace.

The foreign minister called on the United
States to assume an “ impartial position in

the Middle East and not to cast the region

into the cauldron of superpower rivalry. ” He
equally castigated the United States and the

Soviet Union for " endeavoring to create a

military presence in the Indian Ocean and
Arabian Sea.

”

Addressing the 36th session of the U.N.
General Assembly, Prince Saud said Saudi

Arabia was “ keen on keeping this region

outside the conflict and preserving it as a zone
of peace rather than a theater of conflict.

”

He was reiterating the Kingdom’s long-

standing public posture.
” The Kingdom isgravelyconcerned about

the recent announcement of strategic coop-

eration between the United States and
Israel, ” Prince Saud said. " This is likely to

cast our region into the cauldron of conflict

between the two superpowers.
”

In his presentation at the United Nations,

Prince Saud voiced concern about a number
of key issues. He urged the international

community to join in condemning the " flag-

rant Soviet occupation of Afghanistan ” and
in demanding the complete and uncondi-

tional withdrawal of some 85,000 Soviet

troops from the country.

Excerpts from his presentation follow :

International relations should not be built

on subjection and capitulation or become
dependent on power and hegemony. They
mustbe governed by equality and justice and
stable and objective equations of mutual
interest. " Saudi Arabia has a fixed set of

principles for dealing with other states, ” he
said.” They are based on respect fornational

sovereignties, equaEty and non-interference

in the internal affairs of others.
”

The Kingdom, he said, was one of the sig-

natories of the San Francisco charter which

established the United Nations and has ever

since been a strong supporter of the basic

aims of the organization. ” While the U.N.
has done a great deal of good work. ” he said,

it would not be realistic to say that it has

MiG attack

is protested

by Pakistan
ISLAMABAD, Oct. 5 (Agencies) —

Pakistan Monday formally protested what it

said was the second attack on a southwestern

border post by Afghan MiG warplanes, an

official spokesman said in Islamabad. The
Afghan charge cT affaires was summoned to

the foreign ministry and handed the protest

note, he said.

A defense ministry statement said a pair of

MiG- 17s strafed the Domandai Post, about

1 60 kms north of Quetta, capital of Baluchis-

tan province, Sunday morning. There were

no casualties or damage. The post was hit in

an almost identical incident Sept. 5, which
was pointed out in the protest, the state-run

Pakikan television said. The civilian workers

reportedly were wounded then.

Domandai is located astride a majorsupply

route used by anti-regime fighters from
Afghanistan’s Kandahar province.

A report reaching New Delhi from
Afghanistan said Soviet warplanes have been
flying night-time sorties recently against

Afghan fighters ringing Kabul to counter

Stepped-up pressure on the capital by the

rebels. Soviet MiG jetfighters and helicopter

gunsbips were heard taking off from Kabul
airportjust aftersunset each night, according

to the report from a Kabul source who has

been accurate in the past.

Aircraft could be heard bombing villages

on tbe outskirts oftbe capital where the fight-

ers gather to launch raids into the city, the

report said, adding that sometimes the air

activity last week continued beyond 10 p.m.
Soviet and Afghan artillery could .be heard

thundering in the distance until dawn.
In Kabul itself, anti-government forces

attacked and looted a police station and the

headquarters of an armed militia unit during

the night of Sept. 29, the report said. It said

the rebels seized 350 Soviet-style rifles and

several jeeps and trucks at the poEce station.

There were casualties in both attacks, but

figures were not available.

achieved all the goals that the founders had
set for it

Prince Saud said that the U.N. exists in a

world that does not fully beEeve in it and its

objectives and is in the midst of big and con-

flicting powersand states accustomed to con-
quest and hegemony.
He deplored the use of power in interna-

tional relations and the growing gap between
the rich and the poorstates and the violations

of the sovereignties of smaller states by the

bigger ones. Aggression continues and is

spreading while tbe legitimate rights of self-

determination for some people have been

denied.
“ The U.N. must be strong enough to face

up to these challenges and come up with the

means to ensure the needs of the interna-

tional community and protect the rights of all

nations,” he said. “The U.N. should be

enabled to be an effective instrument to

implement its resolutions.
" This is the real test of effectiveness, ” he

said. For without the power to implement
resolutions, the U.N.'s role will weaken and
the aspirations of the nations and their hopes

in it will be shaken.
"Maintaining world peace and security on

one hand and laying the foundation for a just

framework of poEtical, economic and social

relations on the other, are dependent to a
large extent on the ability of tbe U.N. to carry

out its resolutions,” he said.

He placed special responsibflity on the big

powers formaintainingworld peace and qual-

ity because of the enromous capabilities that

they possess and to protect the interest and
independence of the smaller states.

” History is the best witness that the divi-

sion of the world between conflicting forces

wiD in the ultimate analysis lead to armed
conflict between them,” he said.

But he warned that while past world wars
had done a great deal of damage, a new global

war will obliterate the world.

He called for a change in the logic ofsuper-

powers, which aims at dividing the spheres of

influence. He said that at one time the super-

power detente had been a significant

development but has now reached a dead end
because itw as not meant to be a true interna-

tional detente for the benefit of all; but

merely a way of understanding between the

two superpowers to impose their will on the

others.

He said that this continuous attempt to

compete for influence and polarize the others

is threatening to lead to a new cold war. He
said this threatens the Middle East region in

particular, which is suffering from the present

tense situation.

“Such grave strategic rivalry is aggressively

approaching the region as the superpowers

are trying to achieve a military balance in the

Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea which

makes us veiy concerned to keep this rivalry

out of the region as it must remain a zone of

peace,” he said.

He expressed deep concern with the

reported strategic cooperation between the

U25. and Israel which he said will propel the

region into the cauldron of conflict between

(Continued on back page)
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Pilgrims prepare
for Arafat ascent
MAKKAH, Oct. 5 (SPA) — About two

million pilgrims are preparing to travel to

Mina, from where they will ascend Arafat en
masse in a show of Muslim unity Wednesday.
To ease the movement of the pilgrims, the

government has provided assistance through
various projects. Road networks, bridges and
tunnels costing more than SR2 billion have

been built to ease traffic congestion in Mak-
kah and the holy places. Some of the bridges
have been linked with Haram mosque.
The Ministry of Pilgrimage and Endow-

ments has carried out projects worth more
than SR680 million to ease the pilgrims

movements. The ministry built and improved
water plans and reservoirs, planted road signs

andnamed each area in the holy places, set up
shades, guidance centers and pilgrim stations

and expanded Namira mosque in Arafat and
Al-Khayf mosque in Mena, it also estab-

lished information centers at the border posts

and organized seminars to guide pilgrims and
brief them on Hajj rites.

Food stuffs and consumer goods have

made available in sufficient quantities by the

state, which asserted that there will be no
shortage this year ofsupplies. Senior officials

ofthe Commerce Ministryare constantly vis-

iting the markets and pilgrim areas to check
prices and the availability of foodstuffs. In

addition, the Ministry' of Posts. Telegraph
and Telephones is helping pilgrims contact

their home countries. The PTT Ministry

installed telephone booths to enable pilgrims

to contact relatives from any location in the

holy places. Coin telephones have also been
established in many locations.

More than 50 groups from the National

Guard's military and technical schools arc

deployed throughout the holy places to regu-

late traffic and maintain order on King Abdul
Aziz Street. Royal Palace street and King
Abdul Aziz bridge, according to Prince

K haled ibn Abdullah ibn Abdul Aziz, the

guard's secretary for the Western Province.

The prince told newsmen after inspecting

guard installations in Mina. Arafat and Muz-
dalefa that the hospital has been prepared

and equipped to receive any emergency case.

He added that the National GuarcT s informa-

tion and cultural center in Mina is an inte-

grated complex providing plenty of informa-
tion material. He also said National Guard
firc-fighting brigades will assist civil defense

forces in putting down any fire that might
erupt and face any emergency as instructed

by King Khaled and Crown Prince Fahd.
Prince Khaled visited the guard s military

and technical schools in Mina, the main camp
in the region where prominent Arab and
Islamic guests are living, the religious affairs

department, the cultural and inhumation
center, the central library and the brochure

distribution point, the center for Inst persons,

the medical service camp and other installa-

tions.

All National Guard units began working
Monday along with the medical services

department, which opened an emergency
hospital in Mina. The hospital has 56 doctors.

34 nurses and 21 pharmacists. Its capacity

could be increased from the ordinary 21 beds
to 50 beds on emergencies. The department
also has opened several outpatient clinics

near the hospital. The clinics include all

specializations, and two laboratories that

operate around the clock.

The guard's cultural and information

center also began its activities, which incor-

porate a closed- circuit broadcasting station

and a library equipped with various religious

books and references. In addition, the center

distributes press material, photographs and
television cassettes for pressmen, It also has
religious scholars and guides who respond to

inquiries by pilgrims about the pilgrimage

and other religious matters. Meanwhile, the

Health Ministry's departments operating in

the holy places are turning in regular reports

on health conditions of pilgrims. The ministry

operates seven hospitals in the holy places

which already began working. They include

the Mina hospital, which has 300 beds and a

similarnumber of emergencies. It has 10 out-

patient clinics and five emergency halls. The
hospital is manned by more than 1.000 per-

sonnel.

Crown Prince Fahd has issued directives to

build six sun stroke treatment centers since

the affliction hits a large number of pilgrims.
The ministry implemented the instructions by
installing the sun stroke units at Makkah'

s

hospitals and some of those in the holy places.

The stroke treatment centers are equipped
with advanced devices and methods.
The ministry set up medical teams to

accompany the state's guests, in addition to

providing medical supervision for guests of

the Muslim World League and the Pilgrimage

and Endowments Ministry. Children who
lost their parents also will receive special

attention from the ministry. An assembly has

been formed to identify people who die dur-
ing the pilgrimage and notify their relatives.

Health Minister Dr. Hussein Al-Ja2aeri

assured King Khaled in a cable Monday on
health conditions of pilgrims and citizens

according to reports from hospitals and
health centers. No epidemic disease has been

discovered so far. the minister said.

PREPARATION: An\AmbNews file photoshows pilgrims' tents in Mma as they prepare

for the ascent of Arafat, the most important part of the Hajj.

Consumer services in full swing
JEDDAH. OcL 5 — Any pilgrim or

citizen having a complaint about prices or
consumer goods shortages should dial

6880964. Al -Bilal reported Monday. A
spokesman for the local branch of the

Commerce Ministry here said special

teams will work around the clock and that

complaints will be accepted 24 hours a

day. He added that since all supply goods
are available in abundant qualities, no

price rise could be justified. Additionally

special teams will check merchant ware-

house and verify the safety and validity of

items put on sale.

FROM THE GULF
DUBAI, Oct. 5 (WAM) — The Dubai-

based Middle East Bank received the go-
head to open a branch in New York, the Abu
Dhabi-based English . daily Emirates News
reported Monday.

According to the paper, when the branch is

established within the first half of next year,

the bank will become the first financial

institution in the UAE to extend commercial
operations to the Western hemisphere.
A senior bank 'official told the paper that

approval to start operations in the United
States was given by U.S. Federal Reserve
Board following endorsement of the Middle
East Bank (MEB) application by the UAE
Central Bank earlier this year.

Prayer Times
Tuesday
Fajr (Dawn)
Dhuhr (Noon)
Assr (Afternoon)

Maghreb (Sunset)

Isha ( Night

j

Makkah
4:4S
12:09

3:32

6:05

7:35

Medina
4:50
12:10

3:32

6:05

7:35

Riyadh
4:22
11:41

3:04

5:36

7:06

Dammam
4:09
11:28

2:50

5:22

6.52

Rnraidah
4:34
11:52

3:14

5.47

7:17

Tabok
5.04

12:22

3:44

6:15

7.45

ABU DHABI, Ocl 5 (WAMj — Abdul
Rahman Al-Jarwau, under-secretary of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Monday received

here Sa'ad Abdul Majid Al-Faisai, Iraqi

ambassador to the UAE.
Bilateral relations, current Arab situation

and issues of mutual interests were reviewed
at the meeting.

AL KHAZNAH, Oct. 5 (WAM) —
United Arab Emirates President Sheikh
Zayed bin Sultan Al-Nahyan Monday
received here Sheikh Khalid Bin Saqr AI-
Qassimi. crown Prince and deputy ruler of

Ras Ai Khaimah.
ABU DHABI, Oct. 5 (WAM) — The

UAE federal cabinet at its weekly session

Monday chaired by Sheikh Harridan bin
Mohamm-’d, deputy prime minister
approved a draft law introducing some
amendments to article 3 of the federal law
No. 8 for 1 980 dealing with the organization
of labor relationship.

The cabinet also reviewed a memorandum
on the execution of the provisions ofthe state

budget for 1981, presented by the Ministryof
Finance and Industry.

Majed reaffirms respect

for pilgrimage Sanctity
JEDDAH Ocl 5 (SPA)— Makkah Gov-

ernor Prince Majed Monday reaffirmed the

Kingdom's determination to preyenr any

exploitation of"the greatest congregation in

history, or to prevent disruption and devia-

tion from the noble objectives ofthe pilgrim-

age."

Prince Majed said in a statement to Okaz
that the Kingdom wflj not hesitate to take

firm measures against anyone who does not

respect himself. “No respect is given to any-

one who does not fear God and observe the

sanctity of the holy places," the prince said.

He revealed the seizure of pamphlets and

pictures that called for the glorification of

individuals, and tried to misinterpret Islamic

principles and merge it with politics. “‘This is

considered insulting to Islam and is rejected

by the Sharia," Prince Majed added
The Kingdom is a country open to all, and

from its Islamic responsibilities, provides all

services to those who worship God, the

prince said. “However, it will not overlook

any HI intentions and does not rule out the

possibilities of irresponsible acts. Therefore,

it deals with each case separately, without any

prejudice, by what its responsibilities necessi-

tate." he added.
Any Muslim will not be prevented from

performing his religious rites, if his purpose is

purely to worship God, Prince Majed said.

No extraordinary measures were taken

against abnormal cases that have been disco-

vered, he added.

Asked if the Kingdom has any plans to

limit the number of pilgrims. Prince Majed
said that did not put any limit on the number
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of pilgrims. It refuses to do so in consistence,

with the principle of ability-pilgrimage is the

fifth pillar of Islam that should be accomp-

lished by those who are able at least once in a

lifetime— which was mentioned in the Holy

Quran, he said. But; if it is the wish of Islamic

countries to limit the number of pilgrims, the

'

Kingdom will respect such a wish.

He added chat Saudi Arabia provides all

the services and facilities to a pilgrim arising

from what it believes is its duty toward pil-

grims. The government takes great care to.

ensure that maximum facilities arc provided’

for the pilgrims, avoiding any extraordinary .

measures which are its natural rights to pre-

serve safety, he said. “The Kingdom holds

good intentions to every visitor and does not

discriminate on sex, coloror nationality," the

prince stressed.

Hospital makes plans

for helicopter service
JEDDAH. Oct. 5 — A helodrome will

be built in the courtyard- of Jeddah's new
Central Hospital as pan of the hospitals

new plan, Okaz reported Monday.
Emergency cases will be whisked to the

hospital by helicopter from various areas

and villages. Hospital Director Dr. Suhail

A1-Banna said the idea is to implement
the King's instructions to let every

national and expatriate in Saudi Arabia
enjoy proper medical care at the central

hospital of major cities.
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Numeiri assured help

Sadat fears invasion
of Sudan by Libyans

Aiabncws Middle East PAGE 3

C AIRO. Oct. 5 (R) — President Sadat
iiccuscd Libya Monday of preparing to
invade Sudan with the hacking of the Soviet
linion.

ln'an interview with the weekly newspaper
Mayo journal of his ruling National Democra-
tic Party, he said Egypt and Sudan were hold-
ing continuous consultations tin ways of
thwarting any takeover attempt. “1 am really
worried about Sudan and cannot ignore the
dangers surrounding it.... “the Egyptian
leader said.“That iswhy I told the West that I

cannot watch indifferently if Libva tries to
invade Sudan, undermine its security or
threatens its border.”

Vice-President Hosni Mubarak flew to
Washington Thursday with an urgent mes-
sage from Sadat to President Reagan appeal-
ing to the U.S. to provide Sudan with arms
because ofthe risk of Soviet-Libyan interven-
tion. Sadat said in the interview: “Libya is

preparing for a big plot aimed at Sudan." It is

•list' obvious that Moscow is using Libya as a
cat's paw to get rid of regimes hostile to it in
the region.*’

President Sadat said Egyptian reconnais-
sance planes once foiled an attempt by Libya
to invade Sudan. But he did not say when the

attempt took place. Libyan Hoops and
Sudanese opposition groups tried to topple

Sudanese President Jaafar Numeiri and
marched to the outskirts of Khartoum. But
once the plot was discovered by the Egyptian
planes, the joint forces withdrew quickly, he
said.

Sudanese Vice-President Omar Muham-
mad Tayeb accused Libya Sunday of setting

up a secret army with revolutionary commit-
tees in Khartoum.
Meanwhile, Abu Ghazala said in a

magazine interview that Moscow has 18,000
Cuban troops and 3.500 Soviet military

advisers in Ethiopia. “These troops form.

a

rapiddeploymem force the Soviets can move
across the Red Sea to south Yemen which has

200 jet fighters and more than 500 tanks,

ground-to-ground rockets and a complete
Soviet naval base.” Abu Ghazala said in

remarks to Rose El Youssef magazine.
In a" joint action with South Yemen, the

Soviets can threaten any country in the Gulf
and the oil routes tothe West, Abu Ghazala.
who is'also commander-in-chief of the Egyp-
tian armed forces added. The force can also

be moved in a few days to Libya where the

Soviets has a huge arsenal of arms, Abu
Ghazala said.

Palestinians conduct

maneuvers in Lebanon
BEIRUT, Oct. 5 (AP) — Palestinian

commandos conducted war games Sundayon
the southern slopes of Lebanon's Mount
Hermon, Wafa. Palestine Liberation

Organization news agency reported.

The PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat,

observed the exercises and addressed the

commandos. Wafa said Arafat did not

elaborate on what new armaments the PLO
has procured since the July 24 ceasefire,

mediated by the United States and the

United Nations, that ended two weeks of

shelling between Israel and the Palesti-

nians.

Infantry, armored, attillery and air

defense units joined the exercises. Wafa
quoted Arafat as criticizing the strategic

alliance between the United States -and

Israel, saying the United States wanted to

“land marines ou Arab and Lebanese
shores.” “We will be prepared for the

worst” the agency quoted Arafat as saying.

The strategic alliance, which is roundly

attacked in the Arab world, was struck in

earlv September when Israeli Prime Minis-

ter Menahem Begin met in Washington with

the American President Ronald Reagan.

Details ofthe alliance are still being worked
out. So far, it appears the United States will

be allowed to store military medical sup-
plies in Israel. The American Sixth Fleet
will conduct joint maneuvers with the
Israeli navy in the Mediterranean and the
United States will give Israel access to
American-gathered intelligence.

Also Sunday, a spokesman for the United
Nations in Lebanon said Arafat met pi

Beirut with U.N. Commander Lt. Gen. Wil-
liam Callaghan to discuss ways of relaxing
tensions in southern Lebanon. Callaghan is

in charge of the eight-nation, 6.000 troops
United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon,
UNIFIL. that is trying to keep peace in

Lebanon’s southern regions. The U.N.
spokesman gave no details of the one-hour
meeting.

The UNIFIL forces, representing troops
from Ghana, Fiji. Nepal. Nigeria. Senegal,
Ireland, the Netherlands and Norway,
arrived here in 1978 to serve as a buffer

between Israel and the Palestinians, as well
as the Israeli-backed renegade Christian
Lebanese Army leader Saad Haddad whose
troops occupy on enclave between northern
Israel and the U.N. area.

‘Visit in the next.few days’

Arafat to hold talks

with Chinese leaders

UAE minister to visit Japan
Iran executes 129 opponents
BEIRUT, Oct. 5 {AP) — Government fir-

ing squads executed 129 leftist opponents of
Ayatollah Khomeini's regime in 24 hours as
Hojatoleslam Ali Khamenei became Iran's
third elected president since the 1979 down-
fall of the Shah, Iranian officials and news-
papers reported Monday.
A spokesman for Tehran’s Evin Prison told

the Associated Press that 61 leftists were
executed in Evin’s courtyard and two else-
where in the country at dawn Monday on
charges of street violence and conspiracy
against the republic.

The spokesman said all executed persons
belonged to Mujahedeen Khalq, the leading
underground opposition group, and its junior
ally.Peykar. a Marxist- Leninist organization.
The Tehran newspaper Kaykan earlier

reported 66 leftists, mostly from Mujahedeen
Khalq. were executed in several Iranian cities

Sunday, including 30 in the central city of
Isfahan on the same charges.

The latest executions brought to 1.195 the
total of secular leftist activists put to death

since Khomeini fired moderate ex-President

Abolhassan Bani-Sadr June 22, according to

tabulated official and news media
announcements. The Mujahedeen Khalq
have been waging an urban guerrilla war of
bombings and assassinations to overthrow
Khomeini's regime. Tehran authorities say
more than 300 Khomeini supporters lost

their lives in opposition violence.

Meanwhile, revolutionary prosecutor Hus-
sein Tabrizi issued a warning to landlords to

make a thorough check of prospective ten-

ants to determine if they were “counter
revolutionaries” planning to use the dwelling

for anti-government activities.

The announcement which was read over

Tehran radio Sunday night said landlords

should notify revolutionary authorities if any-

thing “unusual” about would-be tenants is

noticed. “If the renters are found later to

belong to counter revolutionaries groups, the

property rented will be confiscated and the

landlords will be prosecuted severly,’’ the

statement concluded.

TOKYO, Oct. 5 (AP) — Man a Saeed
Al-Otaiba. the United Arab Emirates minis-

ter of pefroleura and mineral resources, is

sjated to visit Japan for one week from Oct.

12, the foreign ministry said Monday. Oil

industry officials said the main purpose ofhis
visit is to attend a board meeting of a Japan-

ese oil company. He is also expected to confer

with government and business leaders.

On the same day Otaiba is due, PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat is scheduled to

arrive in Tokyo for an unofficial visit at the

invitation of a group of parliamentary mem-
bers headed by former Foreign Minister

Toshio Kimura. Top government officials,

including Prime Minister Zenko Suzuki and
Foreign Minister Sunao Sonoda, have

already expressed willingness to meet with

the Palestinian leader.

BRIEFS

Genscher discusses M.E. in Qatar
DOHA, Oct. 5 (Agencies)— West Ger-

man Foreign Minister Hans- Dietrich

Genscher had talks with political, economic

andmiliiary leaders here following his arrival

Sunday on a stopover visit to Qatar.

Genscher first had a half-hour meeting,

largely devoted to the Middle East situation

and bilateral relations, with Qatar's Ruler

Sheikh Khalifa ben Hamad Al-Thani,Crown
Prince Hamad ben Khalifa Al-Thani and

Information Minister lssa Ghanem At-

Kawari. and official source said.

The ruler told the minister that West Ger-

many should adopt a “more understanding"

attitudeon the Palestinian question, “the key

tii any solution in the Middle East," the

source added. Genscher was said to have

replied that his government was closely

studying the recent Saudi Arabian initiative

for a settlement in the Middle East.

In a second haIf-bour meeting between the

visitingministerand the crown prince,who is

alsodefense minister, thetwomencompleted
the talks held in the ruler's presence, the offi-

cial spokesman said without giving any
details.

Genscher also had a lengthy meeting with

theeconomy and trade minister. SheikhNas-
"scr ben Khaled Al-Thani.

He said the Saudi Arabian plan and the

Venice Declaration of the European
Economic Community (EEC) could help
provide real possibilities for a solution in the

Middle East.

Beirut cars searched to curb blasts
BEIRUT. Oct. 5 (AFP) — The bustling

western sector of Beirut has once again

taken on a new look whh a near-total ban

on parked automobiles after last Thursday^ s

explosion ofa booby-trapped carthat killed

over 90 persons and injured 225.

Militiamen, uniformed or in civilian

clothes, continually slop and search cars,

local residents call police when they see

unfamiliar vehicles, and oil drums, rocks,

chairs, old refrigerators and other barriers

prevent parking alP along many streets.

Some western Beirut residents have even

foresworn the use of their family car, pre-

ferring taxis orcarpx>ols with trusted friends

to get to work.

Round-the-clock searches of vehicles are

conducted in the areas of highest risk, such

as near political party headquarters. The
occupants' papers are not requested, but

the car is carefully searched. In less sensitive

residential areas, militiamen only set up
roadblocks at dusk. Throughout west

Beirut, the streets are nearly deserted by
nightfall.

KARACHI, (AP) — Relations between

India and Pakistan received a boost when an

Indian cricketer donated bloodto a Pakistani

boy needing blood in order to undergo heart

surgery. Indian cricketer Bishen Singh Bedi.

in Pakistan as a member of an international

cricket team, donated blood and Pakistani

President Gen. Ziaul Haq responded Mon-
day by saying he appreciated the “brotherly

gesture” shown' by tire Indian cricketer.

KUWAIT, (AP)— Kuwait's acting Fore-

ign Minister Abdul Aziz Hussein stated

Monday that the Soviet ambassador has

inforraed him his government did not intend

to resore its diplomatic relations with Israel.

ROME.(AFP)— Ex-KingofAfghanistan

Zaber Shah, in a statement sent to the AFP
Bureau in Rome, renewed his solidarity with

the Afghan people in their national and

religious struggle.

AMMAN, (R)— Crown Prince Hassan of

Jordan Sunday met Tunisian Minister of

Reform, Mezri Chekir, the official news

agency Petra said.Wbusiness \S-
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Bur the government said Japan's stance on
the PLO will remain unchanged — that the
Japanese government does not recognize it as
the sole, legitimate representative of the
Palestinians. Asked if there is any connection
between the two visits, a spokesman for the
foreign ministry said, it was "sheer coinci-
dence/' A PLO source here, however, said it

is likely that Arafat and Otaiba wfll meet
while they- are inJapan.

Sudan assembly

is dissolved
KHARTOUM, Oct. 5 (AFP)— President

Jaafar Numeiri Monday dissolved Sudan's

National People's Assembly and ordered

elections to a new parliament with less than

half the present number of members in two

months.

The move will reduce the powers of the

body, which presently has 366 members, the

Sudanese news agency Suna said. The powers

of the new 151-member assembly wfll be

devolved to five regional people* s assemblies

except in southern Sudan which has had reg-

ional autonomy since 1972.

The new assembly will no longer be

responsible for regional security, health,

development, education transport and other

services which will be dealt with by the reg-

ional assemblies. The dissolved assembly was
elected in April 1980.

PEKING, Oct. 5 (AFP)— Yasser Arafat,

leader of the Palestine Liberation Organiza-

tion (PLO), will visit China in the next few

days for talks with Chinese leaders.

Announcing this here Monday, PLO rep-

resentative in Peking Tayeb Abdul Rahim
said the international situation, particularly

that in the Middle- East, would be the main
subject of discussions. Chinese leaders at the

talks will be Communist Party Chairman Hu
Yaobang, Party Vice-Chairman DengXiaop-
ing. Premier Zhao Ziyang and Vice-Premier

and Foreign Minister Huang Hua.
China has excellent relations with the PLO

and has always supported its positions, not-

ably that on self-determination for the Pales-

tinian people. Arafat, who is chairman of the

PLO executive committee, has made two
previous visits to China, in 1964 and 1970.

Rahim said the coming visit was “very
important because of the strong relations

between China and the PLO.” It will last

about four days and Arafat will be accom-
panied by a high-level Palestinian delegation.

Rahim said.

Meanwhile, speaking to reporters in Mel-
bourne Monday, British Foreign Secretary
Lord Carrington said he was ready to meet
Arafat if" any good purpose” was servedbya
meeting.

Carrington said Britain and its partners in

the European Economic Community (EEC)

Yasser Arafat

recognized the need to include the PLO in

any discussions to bring peace to the Middie
East. The PLO was “one element in the rep-

resentation of the Palestinian people” and
Britain did not give priority to any particular

faction. Lord Carrington said.

Both Britain and the EEC were bound by
the Venice Declaration which called for the

PLO to recognize Israel and Israel to recog-

nize the Palestinian people's right of self-

determination. the British foreign secretary

said.

Iraq says U.S. policy harms Arabs
BEIRUT, Oct. 5 (R) — Iraqi Foreign

Minister Saaduon Hammadi was quoted
Monday as saying U.S. policy toward the

Middle East was not in the interest of Arab
causes.

Interviewed by An -Nahar in New York,
where he is attending the United Nations

General Assembly, Hammadi said the

United States was strengthening military ties

with its friends in the region, such as Israel

and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat’s gov-

ernment. “This military trend, aligned with

the Zionist viewpoint, is remarkable and the

Arabs must resist it,” he said. Hammadi

accused the United States of encouraging

Israeli aggression by blocking a Security

Council vote on sanctions against Israel for its

raid on Iraq’s nuclear research center last

June.

He said he had discussed U.S.-Israeli

strategic cooperation and the U.S. attitude to

Israel during a meeting with American Sec-

retary of State Alexander Haig at the United

Nations. He said Iraq considered it was not

logical that American weapons should arrive

in Iran from Israel without the knowledge

and approval of the United States.

N. Yemen won’t join any alliance
BEIRUT, Oct. 5 (AP) — North Yemeni

leader Ali Abdullah Saleh said he will visit

Moscow later this month but reaffirmed his

country's determination to maintain its

nonaligned policy, an independent Lebanese
newspaper reported Monday.

In an interview withAn -Nahar, Saleh said

NorthYemen was capableof“maintaming its

neutrality both on the internal and external

levels because nooalignment is one of our
main principles upon which our policy is

based.” Saleh's statements came after specu-

lation in the Arab press that North Yemen
may be drawn into the pro-Soviet alliance

which was concluded in August by Libya,

South Yemen and Ethiopia.

Saleh dismissed the possibility and said

North Yemen could not “enter into any
military alliancesno matterwhat the circums-

tances surrounding us because we are against

the principle of external military alliances."

Last week. North Yemen staged a massive

military parade of mostly Soviet-made
weapons on the occasion of the founding of
the Yemeni Republic 19 years ago.
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Security Act invoked

India cracks down
on Sikh extremists
NEW DELHI. Oct. 5 (Agencies) Several

more Sikh militants were reported arrested

Monday in Punjab state in a continuing gov-

ernment crackdown on secessionist groups
who backed last week's hijack of a domestic

Indian airliner to Lahore, Pakistan.

Press repons said nearly 100 Sikh extrem-

ists have been detained in the past five days

across northern India, including at least six in

New Delhi.

Chief Minister Darbara Singh of the pre-

dominantly Sikh state of Punjab toid repor-

ters Monday that his government had ‘’defi-

nite information' that some leaders of the

"Khalistan". or independent Sikh nation,

movement were hiding inside the golden

temple at Amritsar to avoid arrest on sedition

charges.

2 Japanese climbers

killed in Himalayas
KATMANDU. Oei. 5 (AP)—A Japanese

climbing expedition has abandoned its

attempt to challenge 7.454-meter-high Gan-
gapuma in the western Himalayas after two

members of
(
thc team were killed in an

avalanche. Nepars Ministry of Tourism
announced Monday.
The climbers, belonging to a six-member

team of the Meiji University Alpine Club,

were identified as Takeshi Sakamoto, 30. of

Tokyo and Akira Suzuki, 23. a student 1 at the

university. The expedition. •• led by Yuichi

Suzuki. 34, ofTokyo, pitched its'base camp at

an altitude of 5,00 meters on sept. 23.

Meanwhile, the American medical Everest

expedition set up its fourth high altitude

camp Sunday at the 7.750-meter point in its

bid to scale the world’s highest peak via the

southeast route, the ministry' announced
Monday.
The camp was established by Glenn Porzak

and Jeff Lowen who were assisted by two
sherpa guides. Mt. Everest is 8.4S8 meters

high. The American expedition, comprising

12 medical doctors and nine assistants, is

being led by Dr. John B. West.

Among those who had taken refuge in the

16th century temple, which is barred to

police, was Harsimran Singh Mukhpanch,
chairman of the Dal Khalsa. a breakaway
Sikh extremist party, the minister said.

Mukhpanch claimed responsibility for the

Sept. 29 air piracy and set forth demands for

the release of the hostages and plane.

Darbara Singh said he was seeking the help

of the temple authorities in the arrest of

“anti-national" elements who had taken

shelter there.

The Press Trust of India (PTQ news agency

reported that Punjab state authorities had
decided to invoke India's controversial

National Security Act. which allows preven-
tive detention without trial forup to a year, to

arrest “Khalistan" activists.

In a related development, Indian Home
Affairs Minister Zaii Singh, himself a Sikh,

said the Sikh secessionist movement had
been launched by some “fanatics" and that it

was “fraught with dangerous consequences."

Meanwhile, reports of the flood situation

reaching here Monday said the official death

toll in Uttar Pradesh state rose to424 Sunday
night with 14 more lives lost in the eastern

districts. In the Ballia, Gorakhpur and Basti

areas at least 200 villages were inundated by
the surging waters of the Rapti and Gbagira

rivers.

The reports said the Rapti had risen to 70
cm. above the danger mark in the Gorakhpur
district Sunday night. In the Deoria and
Barabanki districts of the state neatly

600,000

persons were said to have been
affected by the floods and more than 50,000
houses had either collapsed or were dam-
aged. Most of the deaths in the monsoon
floods in the state were caused by drowning,

collapsing houses and electrocution.

A flash flood in the Ramban town of

Jammu area, in the northwest, killed three

persons and injured 1 i others. Twenty-four

shops were also washed away in the flood

caused by a sudden cloudburst.
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Cambodians
near accord

on anti-Viet

coalition

China renews invitation to Taiwan chief

Journalist freed of charge
JOHANNESBURG. Oct. 5 (R) — A

charge against an American news agency

journalist of contravening South Africa's

Defense Act was withdrawn when he
appeared in court here Monday.
The case, the first of its kind against a fore-

Diplomats sweep

Surinam streets
PARAMARIBO, Surinam, Oct. 5 (R)— Indonesian Ambassador Djoko

Joewono took his wife, diplomatic and
domestic staff to sweep the streets of
Paramaribo, and the military government
has now suggested otherenvoys might like

to do the same.
The Indonesians brought equipment

from the embassy and worked alongside
local children. They used embassy cars to

take away the rubbish.

The deputy head of the armed forces,

Maj. Roy Horb, presented certificates of
appreciation to the ambassador and his

staff and said they had set an example to
other diplomats, as well as Surinamers
afraid "to soil their hands."

ign correspondent in this country, concerned

a" report 'filed by United Press international

(UPI) bureau chief Nat Gibson 15 months
ago. The report said troops had been moved
to guard a motor plant in Uitenhagc during a

period of industrial unrest in eastern Cape
province.

The state charged that the report was “cal-

culated to alarm or depress members of the

public." It is forbidden underthe Defense Act
to publish reports of troop movements. The
charge carried a maximum sentence of five

years imprisonment and a fine of 1 .000 rand

(SI,050).
The withdrawal of the case follows an

expulsion order served on Associated Press

(AP) correspondent Cynthia Stevens last

week giving her 14 days to leave the country.

No reason was given.

Commenting on the withdrawal of the,

charges. Gibson's lawyer, Kelsey Stuart, said

he found it strange that the authorities had
taken so long to bring charge and then go so

far before dropping it. In August Gibson. 43,
from Marshall, Texas, had refused to pay a
100 rand (S105) admission of guilt fine.

The Foreign Correspondents' Association

(FCA) of southern Africa, which represents

about 90 correspondents from a dozen coun-
tries working here, said in a statement it was
relieved that the charge had been dropped.

PEKING, Oct. 5 (Agencies) — The Chin-
ese authorities have again invited Taiwanese
President Chiang Ching-kuo to visit China,
the Guangmutg Daily reported Monday. The
invitation comes in the wake of Peking prop-
osals for a reunification with the Nationalist
Republicof China under which the Commun-
ists and the Nationalists would, to an extent,

share power.
The newspaper said the invitation had

been made by Mrs. Chen Zhijian, one of the

best friends of the Taiwanese president’s late

mother. She invited Chiang to visit the grave

of his mother, Mao FumeL,in eastern China's
Zheijiang province.

Chiang was first invited to China for the

funeral of his aunt Soong Chingling. widow of

the late Dr. Sun Yatsen, who died last May.
The Nationalists so faT have turned down
these invitations and the latest proposals to

discuss reunification with Peking.

In an unrelated development, workers at a

Kunming factory stopped production for

three days in a recent protest against mana-
gers, trade union leaders and their friends

MONGOUA

CHINA

Cnwrjtftmg

ETNAM,, r

taking over the best apartments in new hous-

ing blocks, the Yunnan Daily said Monday.
The southwest China provincial newspaper
said the workers also occupied offices and

new apartments, and refused ro leave until

their demands were met.

The paper said an investigation was
ordered by Kunming Communist Party

committee and as a result the director of the

facto ty, which makes transformers, the party

secretary and the trade union chief were

ordered to perform public self-criticism.

Unspecified leadership changes were also

made.
Meanwhile, the official Xinhua news-

agency reported Monday that landslides,

spawned by the summer’s disastrous floods,

have left 240 persons dead in southwest

Summer’s disastrous province. It said

100.000 persons had been left homeless, and
many others were being evacuated from the

endangered area, which has a population of

240,000.
Floods in July and August killed about

2.000 persons and left more than 2.5 million

homeless in Sichuan, China's most populous
province with 100 million residents. Flooding

in neighboring Shaanxi province killed about

800 more.

South Korea displays diverse military equipment
SEOUL, Oct. 5 { R)— South Korea has for

the first time unveiled to the general public

the products of its multimillion-doUar

defense industry.

Over 90 companies have stands at the

Korea Defense Association exhibition show-

ing products as diverse as barbed wire and
battle tanks, rockets and radio equipment,
howitzers and hat badges.

Though theMinistryofDefense declines to

say how much overseas sales are worth, there

is no doubt that South Korea seeks a larger

slice ofthe lucrative armstrade with develop-
ing countries. Over 200 members of foreign

armed forces attended the exhibition staged

to coincide with the 33rd anniversaryon Oct.

1 ofthe founding ofthe South Korean Armed
Forces.

According to military sources here. South
Korea's overseas trade in military-related

equipment was worth $500 to $600 million

between 1 975 and 1 980. And current exports

could be worth as much as $250 million a

year, they added.
"South Korea’s output of defense-related

equipment has doubled in the past four
years,” one said. According to the sources

about 90 percent of the equipment for the

South Korean Armed Forces is being man-
ufactured locally.

“Most of the weaponry on display is basi-

cally American produced under license or a
straightcopy ofsomeone else' s” one military

visitor said. "By modification South Korea
has dreumvented the need for U.S. approval

forthe export of some licensed weapons," he
added.

But a lot of the Korean technology is

derivative because they need uniformity of
equipment in case ofa war, another military

visitor explained. Under the U.S.-South
Korean defense agreement the United States

will respond in the case ofan attack by Com-
munist North korea and has 39,000 troops

stationed here.

South Korea can sell from small arms
ammunition < up to 81 mm mortar rounds
abroad without obtaining U.S. permission.

But sales of artillery shells and other equip-

ment produced under license requires U.S.

sanction. If permission is granted, the pur-

chaser has to sign guarantees not to sell the

equipment to a third party.

Military visitors were interested in the

Korean-developed long-barrelled 155 mm
artillery piece which has a purported range of

30 kms (20 miles) with the latest shells,

according to the salesman. Also on display

for the first time was a 36-tube truck

mounted multibarrel rocket launcher
(MBRL) which military sources said was
already in service with the South Korean
Army.
The largest rocket shown had a possible

range of 180 kms (110 miles), according to

the salesman — enough to reach the North
Korean capital of Pyongyang from Seoul.

Korea-Tacoraa Marine Industries has sold 10
vessels— fast patrol boats and tank landing

craft (LSTs) — to the Indonesian Navy,
according to industry sources. “I think the

South Koreans would have a good market for
t

coastal defense vessels,” a foreign military
‘

salesman said.

Ministers or deputy ministers from Chile,

Colombia, Argentina, the Dominican
Republic, Surinam, Papua-New Guinea.
Nigeria and Sierra Leone attended the exhib-

ition and Armed Forces Day celebrations.

U.S. Deputy Secretary for Defense Frank
Carluori was also present.

BANGKOK, Oct. 5 (AFP)— Cambodia’s,

three main resistance groupshave reached an

apparent turning point in their bid to set up

an anti-Vietnamese coalition, several sources

said Monday.

In Tam, chief representative of former

head of state Prince Norodom Sihanouk, said

in a telephone interview he would leave here

Friday to consult the prince and to visit the

United States.

A terse communique issued after Sunday

night’s sixth session said the tripartite talks,

which are taking place in Bangkok, had

reached “an important stage.” The statement

was released by representatives of the ousted

KhmerRouge government which agreed at a

meeting in Singapore last month to try to set

up a coalition with Sihanouk and the group

led by onetime Premier Son Sarin.

Inside sources said the next meeting would

probably be postponed until late this month

to permit in-depth consultations with leaders

of the three factions. Reports reaching here

from Belgrade last week said Sihanouk' would

visit Yugoslavia in a few days and possibly

hold talks there with titular Khmer Rouge

leader Khieu Sampban.

Western diplomats monitoring the talks

report the main stumbling block seems to be

an insistence by the Khmer Rouge that the

political institutions of so-called Democratic

Kampuchea be maintained. Under the con-

stitution adopted by the then-ruling Khmer
Rouge in January, 1976, Cambodia's sup-

reme organ is a national assembly which

chooses the government ministers and names

the chairman of the state presidium and his

two vice chairmen.

According to the diplomats, the non-

Communist factions have rejected the Khmer
Rouge demand because it would subordinate

any future coalition government to the

Khmer Rouge-constituted assembly. Though

there has been no reported progress toward

narrowing the differences on this point,

Indochina watchers do not believe the talks

are in immediate danger of collapsing

because it is not in the interest ofany group to

break them off.

Basically hostile to each other for deep-

seated political and personal reasons, /the fac-

tions undertook to form an alliance under

unrelenting pressure from opponents of the

Vietnamese conquest of Cambodia, includ-

ing China, the United States and the five-

member Association of Southeast Asian

Nations (ASEAN). The factions, anxious to

obtain all forms of aid from these countries,

do not dare- risk infuriating them by breaking

off the dialogue only a month after it was

begun, observers believe.

“It would be smekial,” said one veteran

analyst. "If they want arms, they have no
choice but to keep talking.'' According to this

analyst, the only likely prospect formovement
may stem from possible Khmer Rouge con-

cern that the Son Sarin group could pull out
despite the furor it would provoke.

In a hint of the pressure being brought to

bear, the English-language Bangkok Post,

which generally reflects officials thinking,

front-paged a report Sunday saying Thailand

may bait the use of Bangkok as a venue for

the talks unless a breakthrough comes soon.

Western diplomatsgenerally agree, however,
that the three groups are unlikely to make
any significant headway toward a working
alliance in the near future.
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Viewed as direct challenge

ajabnewslnternational

Peace rally isolating Schmidt
BONN. Oct. 5 < AfiunrioO rnntpniWHW. * * Tk« mil.. .(.L>BONN. Oct. 5 (Agencies) — Controversy

mer a peace rally which sponsors hope will be
the largest in postwar German history is
isolating Chancellor Helmut Schmidt from
his party and threatening Bonn's support forNATO defense policies. •

the various religious, union, environmen-
tal and anti-war groups organizing the Oct.
H) rally say they expect lOO.fflK) to 150,000
marchers to converge on the West German
capital. Schmidt has been quoted in the West
German press as telling his closest advisers
the rally is a "direct challenge” to his gov-
ernment and may incite violence.
Bui former Chancellor Willy Brandt, as

chairman of Schmidt's Social DemocratParty
has refused. to forbid members from attend-
ing the rally, Brandt, a Nobel Peace Prize
winner, wants to ensure that The SPD does
not lose its youth vote. He has said the peace
movement expresses members' views that the
party' must take into account.
Many West Germans, especially the

young, interpret NATO plans to base 572
U.S.-made nuclear missiles in West Europe
as a sign the United States 'values military
superiority over disarmament. They cite the
U.S. refusal to ratify its SALT II arms limita-
tion treaty with the Soviets as support for this
view.

{AP wtrepboto)

HAND OF FRIENDSHIP: West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt (left) shakes

hand with the commander of U.S. Army
forces -,:in Europe, Frederic Kroresen, who
was attacked by West German terrorists

last month, in Bonn during an army cere-

mony.

Weinberger, Brown differ

over new defense program
WASHINGTON, Oct. 5 (Agencies) —

'

U.S. Secretary of Defense Caspar Wein-
berger has said the United States faces a

"period of considerable danger” from nuc-
lear attack in the mid-1980s, but added that
Reagan administration strategy would close

this so-called “window of vulnerability" as

quickly as possible.

Former Secretary of Defense Harold
Brown, on the other hand, said Sunday.that
the administration's newly announced plan
for deployment of MX missiles will provide
less protection than the one proposed by
former U.S. President Jimmy Carter.

The Carter administration accepted an air

force proposal to disguise the whereabouts of
the nuclear missiles by moving 200 of them
around among 2.400 shelters in Utah and
Nevada. President Reagan proposed Friday

that instead ofthis ]00 MX missiles be placed

in existing Titan and Minuteman missile silos

which would be reinforced to protect them
from attack.

The proposal is subject to congressional

veto and hearings on it open Monday in the

Senate. Weinberger, appearing on a CBS
Television program, said, "if we bad con-

tinued along the path we were to follow in

1980, there would have been a very wide

vulnerability window opening and little done

to close it.”

He said the proposed deployment of the

MX missiles combined with die B-l bomber
and other components ofthe Reagan bluep-

rintconstituted“a vastly strengthened prog-

ram to close the window ofvulnerability soon
after it opens as possible.”

Brown, appearing on “Issues and Ans-
wers” on ABC Television, said, “The Soviet

Union has added onto its missflp forces

enough warheads with good enough accu-

racy.” The Carter administration defense

secretary said deployment of the 200 missiles

in the western desen would “not have made
our land-based force completely invulner-

able” but would have improved its invul-

nerability. Brown said the Reagan proposal is

"better than nothing” but “doesn’t make me
very comfortable.”

Republican Sen. John Tower said Sunday
Reagan's strategic nuclear program, particu-

larly plans for the MX missile, contradicted

expert military and technical opinion. Sen.

Tower chairs the Senate Armed Services

Committee, which is to hear Weinberger

defend the program in the hope of congres-

sional approval.

The senator, in a television interview, said

the program was not supportedby U.S. milit-

ary chiefs and its fate in Congress was uncer-

tain. His committee would insist on hearing

the opinions of experts, whether or not they

were consistent with the views of the

administration, he said.

Weinberger denied there had been a lack

of consultation with military
1 and technical

experts. “...The ideas of all these people we
have clearly before him (Reagan) and the fact

thathc did not acceptthem doesn'tmean that

theywerefrozen outofthe decision process,"

the defense secretary said.
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Hie rally comes on the heels of the largest

anti-American demonstration ever held in

West Berlin — during the SepL 13 visit by
U.S. Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig
Jr.—and terrorist attacks against Americans
or U.S. military installations in Heidelberg,

Rastein, Frankfurt and Wiesbaden.
It occurs at a particularly inopportune time

for Schmidt, who is facing opposition to the

NATO missile plans, growing public dissatis-

faction with his party and a strained relation-

ship with his coalition partner, the Free

Democrats.

The rally's -organizers contend it is not

anti-American, but a plea for detente and
disarmament in both East and West The
opposition Christian Democrats counter that

the demonstration hints of a “dangerous
onerSided view by stirring up opposition to
the NATO plans.” To Schmidt’s embarrass-

ment, 48 of the SPD's 218 members of parli-

ament have signed a statement saying they

supported the rally and would attend.

Although Schmidt’s coalition won a land-

slide victoiy a year ago this month, a lagging

economy and his party’s factionalism have

aroused speculation he won’t be able to com-
plete the four-year term.
Two separate surveys by independent pol-

ling organizations showed the SPD at its low-

est popularity in 30 years, and the opposition

Christian Democratic Union and Christian

Socialist Union winning more than 50 per-

cent of v ->ter support. West German support

for disarmament is not new. Schmidt himself

opposed West Germany’s rearmament in the

1950s.
Faced with the dissent in his party, Schmidt

has threatened to resign -ifthe Soda! Democ-
rats do not support the NATO decision at

their congress next April in Munich.
Observers said the Oct. 10 demonstration

is anti-Schmidt, t6 the extent that the chan-

cellor has been passionate in his assertion of
the need for the missiles— which can strike

the Soviet Union in five minutes— to coun-
terbalance the Soviet SS-20 nuclear war-

heads, more than 250 of which are already

targetted on Western Europe.
“As citizens of the Federal Republic of

Germany,” said a statement by the demons-
trators,"We demand that the government ...

and the governments of the member coun-

tries of NATO withdraw their accord to sta-

tion new missOes. to open the path toward
reduction of nuclear weapons in Eastern and

Western Europe and to begin a vast mutual
disarmament process.”

The composition of the demonstrators was
reportedly another reason for concern to the

Social Democrats, who feared loss of their

youthful supporters. In municipal elections

last week in Lower Saxony, the party lost

eight percent of the vote it won in last year s

legislative vote, while the Christian Democ-
rats gained 2.2 percent and the Free Democ-
rats of Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich

Genscher stayed level.

The young ecologists and pacifist sym-
pathizers, hitherto generally Social Democ-
ratic supporters, received 3.6 percent of the

vote, in the first election in which they had
participated. ‘
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OSWALD'S CASKET: A casket carrying the skeletal remains of accused presidential
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald fc carried from a hearse into Baylor Hospital Sunday for
autopsy. Pathologists identified the body as that of Oswald.

Exhumation ends speculation

Oswald’s body identified
DALLAS, Texas. Oct. 5 (AP)— Patholog-

ists have identified the body buried in Lee
Harvey Oswald* s grave as that of the accused

presidential assassin, ending 18 years of
speculation and court battles.

Cue Lipscomb, an attorney for a British

author and assassination theorist, said Sun-
day the doctors briefed attorneys testifying

“ It is definitely Lee Harvey Oswald's body."
Each of the four doctors independently and
collectively concluded that the body buried

under the name of Lee Harvey Oswald was in

fact Oswald, Lipscomb said.

“We both individually and as a team have

concluded beyond any doubt— and I mean
beyond any doubt — that the individual

buried under the name Lee Harvey Oswald in

Rose Mill Cemetery is Lee Harvey Oswald."

said Dr. Linda Norton, head ofthe pathology
team.

The body was exhumed at Rose Hill burial

park here after Oswald's brother, Robert
dropped his opposition to the procedure. The
pathologists took X-rays and made dental

Carstens’ trek ends
BONN, Oct. 5 ( R)— President Karl Cars-,

tens has walked the length of West Germany
in a campaign to make Germans more aware

of the beauty the countryside and the

pleasures of walking. The president's trek,

completed Sunday, took45 days, spread over

a year, to cover 1 .129 kms.
He told reporters that others should be

able to do the journey faster as they would
not have to listen to speeches from the

mayors of every community.
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impressions to compare the teeth with

Oswald’s military dental records, and located

a mastoidetomy scar referred to in the

Marine Corps records but not in the autopsy.

John Collins, lawyer for British authorand
assassination theorist Michael Eddowes, said

the casket contained “just skeletal remains.

The Casket was so terribly deteriorated it

(the body could not be removed in one
piece."

Oswald, suspected of killing Kennedy in

Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963, was shot to death

two days later by Jack Ruby. Six private sec-

urity guards ringed the perimeter of the

cemetery and no one was allowed inside the

once the exhumation began about 7 a.m. Two
FortWorth police officersalsowereon hand.

Thirty curious people peered over a fence

and helicopters hovered overhead, breaking

the early morning silence of the neighbor-

hood. The casket, draped with a white sheet,

wasloaded onto a hearse and taken to Baylor
University Medical Center, where the

examination was conducted.
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Emigration

from Cuba
foreseen
WASHINGTON, Oct. 5 (AFP) — The

Cuban regime of Fidel Castro is facing its

worst-ever economic crisis and could resort

to a new emigration drive to rid itselfofpolit-
ical opponents, a United States intelligence

expert has said.

In a report released here Sunday, Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) foreign analyst-

Russell Swanson said Cuba faces a bleak
economic decade. “Revolutionary fervor

among both the young and the old is on the
wane because of continuing consumer auster-

ity ” he said.-

The report said that gains in health and
education had been more than offset by a

steady decline in the supply of basic primary
products such as sugar, rice, beef, and coffee

since the 1960s,

It said Cuba’s economic decline was illus-

trated by a budgetary growth rate that bad
fallen from about 10 percent a year between
1965 and 1975, to only 1 3 percent in 1980.
Swanson said that although the crisis poses no
immediate political threat to the Castro gov-
ernment. it could lead to “major systematic-

changes."

He said Havana could try to defuse internal

discontent through large-sacle emigration as
1

it had already done three times in the last 22
years. The report added that falling morale
had led to deliberate work slowdowns and
absenteeism, sharp drops in labor productiv-

ity and corresponding jumps in “black maket
activities and other economic crimed'.

Berlin explosion

linked to satellite
BERLIN, On. 5 (AFP) — An explosion

last week north of Berlin in East Germany
was probably caused by a falling satellite or
meteorite, the director of West Berlin's
Observatory said Monday. Harro Zimmer
said his staff s inquiry has determined conclu-
sively that the blast, which occurred 25 kms
north of West Berlin late Thursday night, was
caused by a falling object.

Some witnesses have said several objects
fell to earth, Zimmer said. Seismographs at

*

West Berlin’s Free University registered a
shock equivalent to the detonation of several
tons of explosives at the time of the blast.
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MORE REPRESSION
As of December, the officers of the Israeli army who

administer the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza
will change their military uniforms for civilian dress.The
work of oppression and expropriation will goon, and no
doubt intensify, but no uniform will be in sight. This has

been hailed as a step forward by all and sundry. And it

comes through the "good graces” of Ariel Sharon, the

Israeli minister of defense.

This is not the first time the Israelis contemplate this

kind of window dressing for their illegal occupation of

Arab land. Before this, there was the so-called Alton

Plan, which sought the same end of keeping Israel’s

authority while changing the guise in which that author-

ity is dressed.

That the change in the present case will have to be

accompanied by more repression is certain, as part of
Sharon’s plan is a sixfold increase in the number of
Israeli settlers on the West Bank,which will mean,
inevitably, confiscation of even more land, and the cor-

responding escalation of resistance.

It is a clear fact by now that Israel, far from having in

prospect any relinquishing of the occupied territories, is

in fact engaged in tightening its hold on them. Neither
the so-called "autonomy” for the Palestinians as con-

templated by the Camp David side, nor any real self-

determination is on the cards, which means that the

whole question oF peace in the Middle East is still in

square one.

Israel feels well able to afford this, as America is more
on its side than ever before— regardless of the mounting
danger to the area, and through it to the international

community as a whole.

Mugabe baffled

by increasing

white exodus
By Rodney Pinder

SALISBURY —
The pace of white emigration from Zimbabwe,

the former British rebel colony of Rhodesia, is

increasing 18 months after the end of the bitter

seven-year war between black nationalists and the

country's one-time white rulers. Whites began to

leave during the wa r but theirnumbers have shot up
this year.

According to official figures 12,500 people left

the country between January and July this year, 50
percent more than during the same period last year
which, in turn, showed an increase over a similar

time span in 1979. Although the figures do not
indicate a racial breakdown it is officially accepted

that nearly all of those leaving are white.

A home in a comfortable, once exclusively white

suburb of the capital. Salisbury, provides typical

and tangible evidence of the white exodus.

Water sprinklers saturate lush lawns, the swim-
ming pool is sparkling, the tennis court's immacu-
late. garden boys tend rose bushes. Dozens of peo-

ple, many ofthem black, who in almost 100 years of
white rule would never have been allowed through

the front gate of such a home, are buying up its

contents as the auctioneer s hammer frills on yet

another white family's place in the sun.

Soon the rooms will be picked clean, the crack-

ers. glasses, utensils, records, books, paintings and
furniture scattered across the city while their former
owners depart foranother land with little more than

their clothes.

When Prime Minister Robert Mugabe, the

former guerrilla leader, came to power in April

1980 after a national election he launched a post-

war policy of national reconciliation hailed interna-

. tionally as a model of its kind. The whites, the old

enemy, were told repeatedly the new government
valued their skills and wanted them to stay on to

help to build truly multiracial nation.

And yet the whites have been leaving in ever

increasing numbers. Mugabe and his advisers are

reported by aides to be perplexed by the exodus.

They feel they have leant over backward to comfort
and calm the nervous, defeated minority.

Most whites still Jive in luxury undreamed of in

most areas of the world, even in advanced Western
nations. Black servants administer to the daily

needs, two cars fill garages, swimming pools are
commonplace in sprawling gardens, often with ten-

nis courts.

Despite losing the bush war. the 180,000 whites

still enjoy a vastly better standard of living than the

victorious blacks, who outnumber them 40-to-one.

They still earn, on average, 10 tunes more. This

limits the lengths to which Mugabe can go in assist-

ing the minority community which is so important
for Zimbabwe's economy- Some critics within his

own political party argue he has already been kin-

der to the whites than they deserve after what the

critics regard as a century ofoppression ofthe black
papulation.

Commercial agriculture, business and industry

remain largely in white hands. White adminis-

trators, trained and experienced to levels denied

blacks by previous white governments, help keep
the country running smoothly. Emigration of skil-

led white railway workers has been a factor in Zim-
babwe’s crippled transport system, resulting in sev-

eral fuel shortages and the loss of $10 million a
week in landlocked exports.

Government ministers say whites are being dri-

ven out by the force of their own racism, unable to

live under black rule. Many whites argue that with

black politicians constantly attacking what they

regard as the evils of the white past, there is no
future for them in this country despite what the

government says about reconciliation.

Whites have been alarmed particularly by what
they regard as the country's deteriorating health

and education services. Since independence, school

classes have become racially mixed and far-

reaching changes are planned in curricula to change
the old colonial emphasis on training children for

British and South African universities to providing

an education more suited to Zimbabwe's needs.

Whites fear the French and Afrikaans languages

taught in schools will be replaced by the African

dialects of Shona and Sindebele. They claim physics

will lose out to peasant farming, European history

will vanish in favor of the stoiy of African national-

ism.

The best hospitals, hitherto reserved for whites,

have been opened to all races and the minority must
line up for treatment along with everyone else.

Traditional African medicines and treatments, not

understood by whites, are being introduced. Taxes
have been raised across the board to pay for better

social services, and most taxpayers are white.

Veteran white liberal politician Ahm PaJJey says

he believes whiles accept black majority rule intel-

lectually. but have so far failed to adjust to its prac-

tical implications. "We are still a dichotomous soci-

ety. What benefits one must detract from another
and in the process the whites must go down." he

said. "Top docs never (ike an egalitarian society.”

(Rl ~

Saudi Arabian Press Review
The great message of King Khaled to the guests of

Allah (pilgrims) advising them to keep more closely to

the Holy Quran and Sunnah (the Prophet’s teachings)

and to follow a spirit ofcollective work for the success of

the Muslim nation in confronting all challenges figured

for editorial comments in Monday s newspapers.

Hailing the King's speech at the Holy Mosque in

Makkah.A/ -Joziroh, said King Khaled has comprehen-

sively diagnosed the real causes that threaten the centers

of Islam and the followers of the Holy Prophet Muham-
mad.

"It was a timely warning from King Khaled to Mus-

lims all over the world that the position of most Muslims

today reflected the dangerous affliction of a preoccupa-

tion with transient materialism which has eroded their

spiritual values that are necessary for the strength of

Muslims*’ the paper said.

Al -Joziroh added that it was gratifying to note that

the King's message was delivered to pilgrims and Mus-

lims all over the world at a time when they are in a dire

need ofguidance toward the right path for protecting the

Muslim nalion against the attacks of enemies who. hav-

ing failed to achieve their evil aims by force of arms—
have resorted to a battle of minds to strike at Islamic

values in an attempt to harm the Muslim nation.

The paper called on Muslims to let" the King’s speech

be the guiding light for the benefit of Muslims and

Islamic states, as it has been the most honest call for

following the path of truth, honesty and noble life neces-

sary under the mantle of Islam.”

Dealing with the same subject. A/ -Medina observed

that King Khaled has deeply studied the ills befalling the

Muslim nation and has honesty tried to unveil the

dangerous waves of materialism that are eroding the

spiritual values of the Muslims and in in;n arc greatly

harming the interest of the whole Islamic nation.

“It is an eye-opener for Muslims, when King Khaled
regretted the painful discovery of some people among
Muslimsw ho collaborate with the campaigns of enemies
by following their destructive thoughts and beliefs which
have become a danger to the minds of the rising young
generation of Muslims.” the paper said.

Okaz commended the comprehensive diagnosis and
remedies enshrined in King Khaled

1

s speech and hoped
strict adherence to his message could restore to the

Islamic nation its strength and respectable position in

the international arena.

’’King Khaled"s treatment of curing the Bis of the
Muslims was contained in his honest message to the
Islamic nation to strictly adhere to the Holy Quran and
Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him)." the paper said. It hailed KhalecTs call for active

Islamic solidarity and unity through collective work for

the welfare and prosperity of the Islamic nation and for

confrontation successfully the challenges ofthe enemies
of Islam,

. Al -Riyadh said the speech delivered by the servant of
the two holy mosques has called on the Muslims to bear

great responsibilities toward the Islamic faith and the

prosperity of the Islamic nation.

The paper said King Khaled has provided a deep
insight into the real nature of the great Islamic faith and
has successfully pinpointed the evils cropping up in the

Islamic nation.

“The Muslim nation is thankful to King Khaled for

bearing the responsibility of sincerely helping and pro-

viding die Kingdom’ s moral, political and financial sup-

port to the Islamic, Arab. Palestinian and Afghan Mus-
lim causes and issues.” Al Riyadh wrote.— (SPA)
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Namibia skeptical about S. Africa’s intentions
By AUister Sparks

. WINDHOEK —
South Africa has indicated its qualified accep-

tance of the new American initiative for indepen-

dence elections in Namibia. But the plan still lacks

detail which could take many months ofpainstaking

shuttle diplomacy to work out— and offer many
opportunities for further stalling.

At best, it is difficult to see any settlement being
concluded in 1982. which the foreign ministers of

the five-nation Western Contact Group gave as

their target after meeting in New York last mouth.
Two years would seem a more realistic minimum
time. But it may not come about at all. Most
informed observers here in the Namibian capital

remain skeptical about South Africa's intentions

and see its acceptance of the plan as a return to the

"two-track policy” it followed during the last initia-

tive of the Contact Group, which ran from 1 978 till

1980.
This is a policy of keeping all options open for as

long as possible; of playing along with the settle-

ment progress but spinning it out to the maximum,
while at the same time building up the international

Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA) as a defacto
government in what has been termed a creeping
UDI.

If at any stage the electoral climate looks propiti-

ous for the DTA. South Africa can clinch the deal

for an election. If not, it can continue with the

creeping UDI without ever precipitating a confron-

tation with the West by closing the door on the

negotiation process.

One factor remains constant since the end of the

first initiative last January: South Africa still does

not want to see the South-West African People's

Organization (SWAPO) take over the territory.

Yet that prospect now looks more likely than ever,

if elections are held. But another important factor

has changed, and this could make the difference.

The South African government is desperately

anxious not to fall out with the Reagan administra-

tion. After years of isolation, it values Washington's
new protectiveness and wants to keep this for issues

of closer domestic concern to South Africa. It does
not want to forfeit it in a confrontation over a man-
dated territory. Also, Pretoria realizes that the

Reagan administration will almost certainly negoti-

ate the most favorable deal on Namibia it is likely to

see. So it would be prudent to clinch the deal, while
Reagan is still alive and well.

However, the factors that count against clinching

the deal are just as weighty from Pretoria’s point of
view. If Swapo were to win the elections and take
over Namibia, the political consequences for P. W.
Botha's government would be devastating.

Already he is in trouble with a right-wing back-

lash after his mildly reformist rhetoric last year.

Trying to stop this has become his number one
political concern. If he were seen to be responsible

for a SWAPO takeover, the backlash would be
intensified enormously.
Even more serious, perhaps, would be the impact

on South African blacks. Coming on top of Samora
Machers triumph in Mozambique and Robert
Mugabe's in Zimbabwe, it would be a huge morale
booster— as well as a vindication of the idea that

guerrilla warfare is the only practical way to win
liberation from white rule.

It would also be seen as a disaster in terms of
current military thinking about South Africa's

strategic interests. This is rooted in the concept that
South Africa faces a “total onslaught" directed
from Moscow, in which Namibia is the lynchpin.
Most independent observers here believe

SWAPO would win elections in Namibia. The DTA
chairman, Dirk Mudge, makes a brave show of
confidence but even some of his closest associates
wonder how genuine this is. “ Dirk talks election,
but he doesn't really want one.” remarked one.
The crunch issue for South Africa is bow to avoid

the risk of a SWAPO victory without angering and
perhaps losing the support of the Reagan administ-
ration. But opportunities for stalling will abound.
Haggling over detail took two years last time,
before it bogged right down. If South Africa
chooses to, it can play the same game again. —
(ONS)

favored in independence pollSWAPO is
By Robert Wefler

WINDHOEK, South-West Africa —
If a new plan for the independence of this territ-

oiy succeeds, most people here believe the black
guerrillas who have been fighting for 15 years will

easily win the first free elections— just as guerrilla

leader Robert Mugabe swept to power in Zim-
babwe.
" 1 don't know whether we will get as many votes

as Mugabe, but we will get a majority “ said Dannie
Tjongararo, an influential memberofthe unofficial

interna] wing of the South-West Africa People's
Organization, in an interview with the Associated
Press.

“Most people say that because in Africa so far
terrorists always had it tbeir way” said Dirk
Mudge, white leader of the multi-racial party that
would be SWAPO' s main opponent. Although no
one has yet seen the latest independence plan pre-
pared by five Western nations, it is widely expected
here that the plan will lead to elections and inde-

pendence from South Africa as early as 1982.

Mudge said his Democratic Turnhalle Alliance

(DTA) has a good chance of winning, but he con-
ceded in an interview that conservative white resis-

tance to the DTA’s efforts to move away from the

apartheid laws imposed by South Africa could
make a DTA victory impossible.

Mugabe's Zimbabwe African National Union,
which like SWAPO led a guerrilla war against
white-minority rule, won 57 of 80 seate in the Feb-
ruary 1980 balloting.

Mudge says ZANU won because its guerrillas

were allowed to retain their weapons during the
election. “In Africa," he said, “when you carry a
gun you are seen as a master."

Solomon Mifima, a founding member of
SWAPO who quit after being detained on SWAPO
orders in Tanzania and Zambia, said, “If guerrillas

are allowed to come in with their weapons they
would be regarded as liberators."

Mudge wants an election plan that would prevent

SWAPO guerrillas, most ofwhom are in Angola to
the north, from entering the country in uniforms or
with weapons. South African troops would be with-
drawn gradually with an international force super-
vising the ceasefire and voting. The five Western
nations sponsoring the independence plan for the
territory, also called Namibia, hope to win accep-
tance of tbeirstifl-undisclosed plan in October. The
five are Canada, Britain, the United States, West
Germany and France.

As was argued in Rhodesia by whites, Mudge
says the victims of most SWAPO guerrilla attacks
have been blacks and “the people are sick and tired

of murderers." “We have not gotten our prop-
aganda across ” said a white high school teacher
who teaches ata black boarding school here. '‘Most
of my pupils believe the South African army is

killing their people, not SWAPO.’*
Mifima, vice president of the bitterly anti-

SWAPO splinter called SWAPO Democrats, said.

“SWAPO will get credit from many people, like

ZANU did, for leading the armed struggle." (AP)
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Tiny micro-organisms
gobble up oil spills

Ajabnews Feature

By Catherine Raia
Was!tingluti Bureau

WASHINGTON — Scientists can now
create tiny micro-organisms that consider uil
a delicacy and gobble up components nf pet-
roleum when spilled into the sea. This useful
technology is part of the thriving new indus-
try of genetic engineering which exploits liv-
mg organisms for the manufacture of useful
substances.

For the United Slates, oil pollution is a
serious environmental disaster. According to
reports from the United Slates Coast Guard,
a total of 10.490 oil spilis occurred in U.S.
waters in 1979 to 1980. spilling 10,500.000
gallons of oil. An additional 9.600.000 gal-
lons have been dumped into the water from
the 9,050 oil spills recorded in 1981

.

Standard procedure for the U.S. Coast
Guard to dean up oil spills is the use of
mechanical booms and skimmers that work
to suck the oil out of the water, said Lieuten-
ant Michael Mabunay of the Environmental
Response Division of the Coast Guard.
When asked about the use of micro-

organisms to disperse and cat up the oil.

Mabunay responded that the chemical
method is still “in an active state of develop-
ment.” He said he is not yet convinced that
the problem of what micro-organism do after

completing their job of consuming the oil has
been solved at this point.

Environmental interest groups like the
Friends of the Earth in Washington also
expressed doubt about this method and ques-
tioned what would happen if the micro-
organisln managed to get into the oil Fields.

Nonetheless, private production and appli-

cation of micro-organisms are underway and
have experienced successful results.

This has led the U .S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPAj. dedicated to

safeguarding the environment against indus-

trial abuse, to approve several genetically

engineered products designed specifically to

dean up oil pollution. An EPA representa-

tive explained that certain micro-organisms
were accepted as safe because they eventu-

ally break down into a harmless state of hyd-

rogen carbon and water after consuming the

pet role uni.
"We help nature along.” said microbiolog-

ist Dr. Kenneth Zikopoulos of the Polybac
Corporation, a genetic engineering firm in

Pennsylvania. The principle behind applying
genetically engineered micro-organisms to

clean upoil.hcsaid.is to make nature's clean-

ing process "more efficient and versatile.”

“For example.” he said, "oil spilled in soil

along rhe coast would eventually oxidize and
disappear, but this would take years. If we
apply similar micro-organisms that degrade
the oil naturally to the soil, the degradation of
the oil would be more rapid."

The Polybac Corporation has been
involved in cleaning up oil spills for the past

10 years, and Zikopoulos said there have
been no hazardous claims against Polybac.

He said their genetic engineered products
have helped clean up some major oil spills in

the North Sea and are currently working on
cleaning up an oily storage lagoon in

Louisiana. . . ...
Micro-organisms are microscopic animals

and vegetables that thrive everywhere. They
are bacteria, yeasts, algae, and molds that, by
definition, cannot be seen bv the naked eye.
The first steps toward controlling and

improving microbiological processes were
taken only a little more than 100 years ago.

when bacteria and fungi that made desired

commodities. like medicinal drugs, were iso-

lated and grow i ; in pure cultures. Later it

became possible to select strains particularly

suited to a give* task, according to an article

in the Scientific American magazine.
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HAWAHAN PARADISE: The concrete jungle of Wafldki Beach is shown in the foreground of tills photo with its 150 skyscraper bolds. The famous rawnwiit Head volcano
can be seen In the background.

Women’s banking well established,

keeping customers and staff happy
By Aysdi lisluata

RIYADH— When one thinks of an office,

a place where one works, the pictures one
imagines have nothing to do with the warm
atmosphere of a home. After visiting the

“Women's Banking- Center” of the Saudi

American Bank in Riyadh. I was surprised to

see how pleasant a working place could he.

Here, while vour business Is being attended
to. you can fed relaxed with the feeling of
being at home. The Saudi American Bank
with its training center for the staff offers

good job opportunities to young women, and
with the well- trained personnel gives the cus-

tomer the kind of service one has come to

expect at some of the best banks in the West.

Since the time money started playing a vital

role in the modem world, banks have become
an indispensable part of our lives. Knowing
that Saudi Arabia is a safe country to keep
one's money at home or to carry it with one-
self. I had never thought of finding a bank
until the time came for some currency. trans-

fer. Had I known the friendly and efficient

atmosphere of the “Women's Banking
Center". 1 would have gone there earlier. On
the third floor of the Saudi Arabian Bank
( next to the Dental School of Riyadh Univer-
sity). away from the noise and the crowd,
while silting comfortably in an arm-chair and
the nicely-furnished cool flat, it is easy to

forget all about money and business, and feel

at home with the friendly service.

The young lady manager can easily sur-

prise anyone since the typical image of a

manager is almost always a somewhat older

person. However, when we started chatting

in the room separated from the rest with glass

windows, the sound knowledge and under-

standing of the lady makes you feel that you
are with a "real manager” who knows what
she is doing. The manager. Mrs. Suzan Aziz,

who was educated at an English school in

Cairo, and joined the bank in 1977. told me.
with her fluent English, all about her back-
ground and the Center.

The Bank opened the Women's Section in

July 1 980. Then she was sent to Athens to be

trained by the City Bank icrb months. After

the hard work in training she came back and
in March 1981. she was appointed as a man-
gager. and taking over this position she

became the second manager of the Women’s
Banking Center.

The staff employed now gets training at the

bank's own training center. The duration of
the training time depends on the background
of each employee. The training courses are

given according to the specialities of the

Employees. However. Mrs. Aziz says this is

not a once-in-a-while- training; it is a contin-

ous training. When there is need for further

knowledge on the subject or the speciality,

the person is sent to the training center again

to obtain more information, for there is

always something new to learn; or sometimes
they are sent to get trained in another job
speciality in banking so that they can carry

out the job of their colleagues when they are

either on a sick leave or on their annual leave.

In that way the service is provided for the

customers uninterruptedly without being
affected by the absenteism.

Twelve persons are working at the

Women's Banking Center at present. Two of
them are Saudi Arabian women, and the rest

are either Egyptians or Lebanese. They are

all competent in their jobs, and all well-

trained. They all speak both Arabic and Engl-

ish. Mrs. Aziz. SaJwa (a Saudi woman who
got her university education in London), and
the secretary know' French. English and
Arabic. The personnel work on two shifts, the

morning shift is from 8 to 12:30 and the even-
ing shift is from 5 to 7. The evening shift is

especially ideal for mothers, who take care of
their children in the morning and then leave

them to the father s care and go on to work
not worrying about them.

Saudi ladies who are looking for new fields

in which to work, are eager to find jobs in the
banking business. After nursing, teaching,

social work, and journalism, now they wQ]
show their talent in the banking business.

This will also be helpful m providing further

work-power with the fast growing Saudi
economy. Mrs. Aziz says there are a lot of
applicants from the Saudi Arabian women,
whose application-forms are waiting to be
evaluated. She says that after SAMA— the

Saudi Arabia Monetary Agency — has

decided that the banks could have special

branches for women, the banks that applied

opened women’s sections. The Saudi Ameri-
can Bank, says Mrs. Aziz, is getting good
response from the public.

_
Wives and husbands can have joint

accounts and since everything is computer-
ized, each party can deposit or withdraw
money easily when necessary. Those who
open savings accounts get dividends twice a
year. You can do your dealings by telephone
if you have been a customer for a long time
and the manager knows you. Thus, the
Women's Banking Center has established
itself with the services it is offering; both the
working staff and the customers are happy
with the current arrangement.

Astronomers find ‘enormous void’

is contrary to accepted theory
By Lee Dembart

LOS ANGELES (LAX) — Astronomers
have stumbled across an immense region of
the universe that apparently has nothing
in it, a discovery that undermines current
theories of how the universe was formed and
bow it behaves.

The enormous void is about 300 million

light years in diameter, an area that includes

about 1 percent of the observable universe. It

is big enough to encompass 2,000 galaxies the

size of the M2ky Way. A light year is the

distance light travels in a year, about 6 trillion

miles.

What makes the discovery so startling is

that current cosmology assumes that the uni-

verse ismore homogeneous. There are empty
areas, but none nearly so large and none
early so empty. Whether the latest finding

will force a revision of theories or will be
accommodated and repaired awaits further

study of what has been found.

The discovery of the vastempty region was
reported in the current issue ofAitnophysical
Journal letters by four astronomers, includ-

ing Stephen A. Shectman of the Mount Wil-

son Observatory near Pasadena, Calif.

No one had ever noticed the void before

because there are galaxies in front of it and
galaxies behind it The earth-based observer
gets a two-dimensional view of the nighttime

sky.

But Shectman and his colleagues undertook

a three-dimensional mapping of the universe

CURRENT THEORY: This photo shows
the current concept of stellar space with

orderly arrangementofstars and no voids,

by studying the red shift in light coming from
distant stars.

In the expanding universe, the further

away an object is. the faster it is moving away
and the more light from it shifts toward the

red end of the spectrum. The astronomers

found a gap in red shifts, meaning a gap in

speeds and in distances.

“It is as if you go to Dogger Stadium and
look at the crowd,’’ said one of the

researches, Paul L. Schechterofthe KittPeak

National Observatory near Tucson. Ariz.

“At first the crowd looks perfectly normal.

Then you ask people's ages and you find

there is no one there between 25 and 29.

There’s a gap there."

Current theories hold that in the beginning

of the universe, matter was fairly uniformly

distributed throughout. However, some
areas were slightly more dense than the aver-

age and some areas were slightly less dense.

The regions that were slightly more dense

had a higher self gravity, so they did not

expand as fast as the rest of the universe and

became still more dense. The slightly less

dense regions expanded faster and still less

dense.

By this theory, the most-dense regions now
are about three times as dense as the rest of

the universe, and the least dense regions

about one-third as dense as the average.

But the void whose discovery has just been

reported is about one-tenth or less dense as

the rest of the universe, a finding that cannot

be accommodated by the present theory.

"It may be that because it was somewhat
underdense, theway in which matter chose to

organize itself into galaxies was changed."

Schechter said. “It may be that there are a

large number of fainter galaxies there,”

which remain unseen.

Or it may be, as anotherguess would have it,

that enormous detonations occurred in the

early universe that swept out whole cavities.

Exhibition closed last Sunday

Thousands viewed royal wedding gifts,

lines went blocks, some didn’t get in

.

.
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By Nick Guitard

LONDON IONS) — Bemie and Diane

Dick seemed remarkably cheerful consider-

ng they had just waited in line for four-

md-a- halfhours to see the exhibition ofroyal

vedding presents as St. James' Palace and
vere right at the head of the fine when the

wlice closed the barrier and refused to let

nyone else in. It just shows the hold that

oyalty has over the great warm British public

hat it will stand for hours in the drizzle,

mbrellas sprouting like mushrooms, to see

irgc soapstone bear with seal given by the

ludson's Bay Company, not to mention two

otton hammocks from the Commonwealth
society.

The divinity that surrounds a king extends

:s aura, it seems, to cloak in numinous

lajesty not only the Magimix food processor

.ffered -with loyal congratulations- by the

Ion. Alexanderand Mrs. Hood but the pair

f boot scrapers which S.C. Pearce and Sons,

.td. felt no palace should be without, and

ven wafts over the Atlantic to the L'nited

tales, whence Mrs. N.N. Teman sent a white

atin ring pillow to pillow royal rings on.

The exhibition closed las! Sunday after 10

/ceks as one of London s top sights. Lines of

ix or seven thousand people have stretched

rom the side entrance of the palace, down to

ie mall, right past the gardens in front of

Suckingham Palace and way up Constitution

fill, where PC A709 fresh-faced, absurdly

oung. infinitely patient, said over and over

gain. “There’s no point waiting you know,

ou won’t get in today I And still they waited.

“It has" been a fantastic success." said

tajor-General Peter Blunt, head of the firm

hich organized the show, Angex. “ T ve been

ecply impressed by the people who have

nine to see it. Some of them waited four,

ve. even six hours. I don’t want to give you a

ublic relations spiel but the kindness and

msideration they’ve shown have been really

ither humbling.”
While a military band tootled and thumped

over the road in the forecourt of Buckingham
Palace, and a posse of blue- uniformed
cavalry jangled off up the hill on their horses,

the line inched forward, hunching and
stretching like a caterpillar, to the accompan-
iment of a gentle hubbub of voices and the

clatter of camp stools being kicked along the

pavement.

Hunching and shuffling too. as well she

might after four hours of queueing, was Mrs.

Olive Thompson. She still had hundreds of

yards to go. “ I don' t know why I"m doing it.”

she laughed, “1 must be crazy. I just hope it’s

worth it when I get there.”

About 500 people an hour got in — any-

thing between 3.500 and 5.000 a day. At

Simple aircraft

repair developed
LONDON —

- Australian engineers
have discovered such a unique and simple

: method of repairing cracked or broken
airplane parts, that aircraft are pul back
into service almost immediately. Using

j

carbon or boron fibers set in a resin, tcch-

j
nicians at the Aeronautical Research

j

Laboratories in Melbourne, Victoria, can

!

repair damaged aircraft components. And
• because the procedure is so effective and
! simple, the plane is out of service for only
• a very short time.

Unlike conventional repair methods—
such as replacing parts, 'a lengthy and
costly procedure, or attaching a reinforc-

ing plate with rivets which can further

weaken the components— the Australian

method involves attaching the fiber-

reinforecd plastic with glue. This allows

stress to be transmitted from the compo-
nent to the patch, and makes the repair

fatigue resistent. strong and stiff. The
• materials can also be molded into complex
shapes For intricate repairs.

$2.50 per adult head that adds up to a hand-
some extra present for the happy couple or
rather for the charities which they nominate
to receive it. But the costs of mounting the
show have been heavy, said Gen. Blunt.
“There are inescapable expenses for security,
commissionaires, setting up the show and so
on. We''.e even had to replace carpets three
times because they wore out."
From the shrivelled potato, given by

Amanda and Melanie Simpson, to the solid

gold candlesticks, jewelry and model dhow
that came with the best wishes of numerous
Gulf heads of state, Charles and Diana have
cleared about S 19 million worth of presents.
Rumors that the exhibition would be con-

tinued by public demand were discounted by
Gen. Blunt. It appears that the young mis-
tress wants them back to look at.

The rooms in the palace taken over by the
show are rarely open to the public, being
generally reserved for state functions
attended by diplomats in knce-breccbes. So
the architecture, pictures and furnishings
were a bonus.
Decorated in the favorite royal style of red

flock wallpaper with gold pilasters, they look
like some fantastically overblown Indian
takeaway. Royal ancestors stare from the

walls at the commoners, at the miniature
silver clama from Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ben-
tine. the inscribed garden true from Mr. M.
D. Firman, the box of highland toffee from
Mr. and Mrs. Webb.
A group of ladies from Dundee stood look-

ing at a wooden spice rack and herbs as
though imagining the royal hand on the dried
parsley. What mysteries of state, they won-
dered. would end up in the wastepaper bin
from Philip de Pass.

Would those door-chimes from Wadding-
tons Videomaster. Ltd. awaken the princess.
Or would she wake to a royal cup oftea from
the goblin teasmaid radio presented by Miss.
N. Curtin, prior to polishing the regal pearlies

with one of the the two toothbrushes from the
Misses. Joanna and Claire Harrison.
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BIGGESTTK1JSCOPES: These giant radio telescopes in San Augnim, New Mexico arelocated atthe NatioBid Radio Carter.
The telescopes are 94 feet high and each dish is 82 Feet m diameter.
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Small’s late goal gives England a point
SYDNEY, Oct. 5 (AFP) — A goal 11

minutes from time by Mike Small of Luton
Town gave England a deserved 1-1 draw
against Argentina in the World Youth Foot-
ball Championships here Monday and all but
ended the holders* .hopes of reaching the
quarterfinals stages.

The Argentinians, 1-2 losers to Australia
in Saturday's opening play, had taken the
lead after 57 minutes when a snap-shot by
Urruti deflected off an English defender and
caught Aston Villa goalkeeperMark Kendall
on the wrong foot.

But, as against the Australians, Argentina
tired over the last 15 minutes allowing Small
to hit the all-important equalizer

In the only other game Monday, the three
other groups playing their second matches
Tuesday, hosts Australia were held to a 3-3
draw fay an enterprising Cameroun side.

Indeed the Africans can feel bitter about

letting victory slip from their grasp. At one

stage they lead 3- 1 through goals from Djon-

kep (16), Ebongue (38) and Macky (53).

Mitchell (11) Scoring for Australia.

Australia looked hopelessly down and out

in the 52nd minute when Djonkep slammed
in Cameroun's third goal.

A minute later, midfielder Paul Kay
brought the Australian fans and his team-

mates back to life when he side-stepped

through the Cameroun defense and set up
David Mitchell, whose header was picked up
and put away by fellow-striker Mark Kous-
sas.

Cameroun, instead of holding a two-goals

advantage, were now under pressure which

culminated in Koussas being broughtdown in

the penalty area and slotting home the result-

ing spot-kick.

In the last 13 minutes, Cameroun was
forced back and had to rely on the dazzling
skills of Ernest Ebongue for their occasional
raids.

Australia started brilliantly with a goal in

the 11th minute through Mitchell, but
Cameroun took control and held sway until

Australia’s late second half revival.

England now lead the groupon goal differ-

ence from Australia, both teams having three
points. A draw in die final group matches,
which opposes the two teams would see both
through to the quarterfinals.

In the other game Argentina and the
Cameroun must go all out for a big win and
hope that there is a loser in the England-
Australia game.

In Tuesday’s matches, Poland and Italy,

who both lost on the opening day must take
both points against Uruguay and Brazil

Soccerfans run amok
SYDNEY, Australia, Oct. 5 (AP)—Two

men were stabbed and dozens injured dur-
ing a wild brawl at the end of the World
Youth Soccer Cup match between England
and Argentina Monday.

Fights erupted around the Sydney Sports

ground involving more than 1 00 England
and Argentine supporters after the game
had ended in a 1-1 draw.

Five car loads of police reinforcements

were called to the grounds as the supporters
fought for more than 20 minutes. Dr. David
Sbeps. the official Australian Soccer Feder-
ation doctor, who treated the two men with
stab wounds, said that one was lucky to

escape death. “One of the wounded was
fortunate the knife did not go through his

ribs, otherwise it would have pierced his

lung,” Sheps said.

The brawl, one ofthe most violent seen at

a sporting event in Australia, prompted vir-

tually all of the crowd to stay back to watch.

Flag poles, cans, water bombs and anything
else die combatants could get their bandson
were used as the brawj raged out ofcontrol.
Many people were flung over a four-

meter high fence on to the arena as others

exchanged punches and karate-type kicks.

The small band of police at the ground were
badly outnumbered and powerless to stop
the fighting.

The first sign of trouble came at the half-

time break when a number of English sup-
porters climbed the fence and approached a
group of Argentine fans, who had begun a
lap of the oval waving their national flag.

Shortly after, some South American fans

jumped the fence to confront the English

fans on the field. One Argentinian ripped the

wooden comer post out, and flung it around
his head as he rushed towards the group.

Police moved quickly to the area, forcing

the opposing factions bade to their vantage
points to watch ibesecond halfonly60 met-
ers apart
The end-of-game violence did not Bare

until at least five minutes after the match
had oonduded, when trouble again erupted
in the middle of the Argentine section. It

began with one or two isolated fights but the

area soon became a battle-field. Police

quickly called for emergency reinforce-

ment.
Ted Croker, a English youth team office,

said: “They were not from England, we did

not brine them with us.”

Rogers bags Texas Open via sudden-death
SAN ANTONIO, Texas (AP) — Bfll

Rogers curled in a 12-foot birdie putt on the

first playoff hole Sunday to defeat Ben Cren-
shaw in sudden-death for the championship
of the S250.000 Texas Open Golf Tourna-
ment.

Rogers had sunk a 4-foot birdie putton the
17th green to force the playoff, with the two
Texans tying at 14-under-par 266 at the end

* of regulation play.
* Rogers collected $45,000 and became the

;
first golfer to win four Tournament Players
Association Tournaments during 1981. The
Texarkana. Texas native increased his earn-
ings to $9503 10.

Rogers fired a 7-under-par 63 Sunday to
•earn the playoff, while Crenshaw shot a 64.
Crenshaw left a 35-foot birdie putt a Coot
'short on the playoff hole and collected

;$27,000 for the second-place finish.

Craig Stadler and Jim Colbert, who were
tied for the lead after the second and third

Grounds, managed only par 70s Sunday and
TcHinto_a third place tie with Bob Murphy.
ffhe trio collected $13,000 each.

Defending champion Lee Trevino hal-

loaed to a 72 and finished at a 6-under par
274.

Rogers, winning his first Texas tournament
during his 6-year career, said he enjoyed the

win but regretted that Grenshaw had to lose.

‘Tm excited about winning but a little some-
thing is taken away because I was playing

against a good friend,” Rogers said. “Maybe
next time he will beat me.”
The Former University of Houston golfer

termed his year “ unbelievable" because he

won the Heritage Classic, the World Series of
Golf, and the British Open prior to this TPA
event. He also won the Suntory Open in

Japan lastmonth for the second straight time.

Meanwhile, veteran LPGA pair Donna
Caponi-Kathy Whitworthy sank a birdie

putty in a sudden death playoffSunday to win
their second consecutive $120,000 Ping

Team Championship with a 16-under 4 203.

Caponi stroked in the winning 32-foot putt

on the second playoff hole at the 6313-yard,
par-73 Riverside Golf and Country Club.
Joanne Camer and Judy Rankin shot par on
the two extra holes to finish second in the

tournament.

The playoff pairs included the three top
money earners of the Ladies Professional

Golf Association. Camer. Whitworth and
Capooi all have passed the million dollar

mark in career earnings.

Caponi-Whitworth had a chance to take

the title on the 18th hole, but Whitworth
missed a putt for birdie on the 18th.

It was the third sudden death playoffm the

history of the team tournament In 1978,
Caponi-Whitworth won on the third extra

hole and in 1977 Camer-Rankin took a play-

off on the first extra hole.

Cardinals end Cowboys unbeaten run

Raiders blanked for second game in a row
NEW YORK, Oct. 5 (AP) — After going

1 5 yearswithout getting shut out the Oakland
Raiders are finding it impossible to cross the

goalline.

The defending Super Bowl champions

were blanked for the second game in a row
Sunday as the Denver Broncos held them to

168 yards in total offense to capture a 17-0

decision.

The Raiders had only one serious touch-

down threat, and Denver safety Steve Foley

killed it with a fumble recovery in the second
quarter.

Denver, the top-rated defensive team in

the National Football League, sacked Jim
: Plunkett three times and intercepted him
Icmce. The Raiders went to young quarter-

; back Marc Wilson in the fourth period and he
Iwas promptly intercepted.

! The Broncos took a 7-0 lead in the second
'quarter on Dave Preston's four-yard touch-

down run. The Raiders struck back by driving

50 yards to the Denver 1 2, where Foley reco-

vered a fumble by Kenny King after a short

pass completion.
The victory gave Denver a 4- 1 record. The

Raiders, who were shut out 16-0 by Detroit

last week, dropped to 2-3. Rick Pan-os’ 20-

yard run in the third quarter accounted for

Denver's other touchdown.
Meanwhile, the Dallas Cowboys fell from

the unbeaten ranks as Neil O'Donoghue
kicked a 37-yard field goal with 23 seconds
left, giving the St. Louis Cardinals a 20-17
.upset win. O' Donoghuc's kick climaxed a

63-yard St. Louis drive in the game's closing

minutes.

The only undefeated teams left in the NFL
are the Philadelphia Eagles, who play host to

the Atlanta Falcons Monday night, and the

Miami Dolphins, who tied the NewYork Jets

28-28.

Richard Todd’s fourth touchdown pass of

the game, a 36-yard toss to wide receiver

Bobby Jones, with 1 :09 remaining in regula-

tion. deadlocked the Jets with the Dolphins.

New York kicker Pat Leahy missed a 48-yard

field goal attempt on the final play of over-

time.

Todd completed 28 of39 passes 310 yards

for the Jets and Nat Moore caught two touch-

down passes from quarterback Don Strock

who replaced injured starter David Woodley
in the first period.

In other games, Buffalo tripped Baltimore

23-17, Minnesota edged Chicago 24-21,

Green Bay whipped the New York Giants

27-14, New England defeated Kansas City

33-17. Houston clipped Cincinnati 17-10,

Pittsburgh beat New Orleans 20-6, Los
Angeles clubbed Cleveland 27-17, Tampa
Bay bombed Detroit 28-18 and San Diego
tackled Seattle 24-10.

Joe Cribbs gained 159 yards in 17 carries

and set up both Buffalo touchdowns, and
Nick Mike-Mayer kicked three field goals as

the Bulls beat the Colts. Cribbs has runs of

28, 30 and 30 yards that led to 1 7 points.

Carl Roaches bolted 9 yards with a kickoff

for a touchdown and Earl Campbell broke
out of a three-game slump with one touch-

down and 182 yards rushing to lead the Oilers
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over the Bengale. Campbell, who had not

gained 100 yards since the season opener

against the Angeles, took advantage of the

Oilers’ return to a run-oriented offense. By
halftime, Henaiyady had gained 140 yards on

25 carries. Ken Stabler threw only six passes

for Houston, completing one.to Campbell.

Man Cavanaugh threw for one touchdown
and ran for another after New England

1

s first

interceptions of the season as the Patriots

dumped the Chiefs for their first victory after

four losses. After Mike Hawkins picked off

Bill Kenney’s first pass of the game,
Cavanaugh tossed a 13-yarder pass to Don
Hasselbeck.

Lynn Dickzy threw touchdown passes to

Paul Coffman and John Jefferson to lead the

Pakcers over the Giants. Jefferson, playing

his second game with Green Bay after being

traded from the San Diego chargers following

bis contract holdout, caught a 26-yarder and
Dickey hit Coffman with a 1-yard toss.

Safety Dwight Hicks ran 80 yards for a

touchdown after recovering a fumble and
returned an interception 32 yards for another
score to lead the Rovers over the Redskins.

Hicks also ran 72 yards with another inter-

ception for San Francisco, giving him 184
yards in return yardage.
Tommy Kramer threw touchdown passes

to Ahmad Rashad and Oe Senser as the Vik-
ings built a 17-0 lead and then held on for a
24-21 victory over the Bears. Hans Nielsen
missed a 26-yard field goal for Chicago as

time ran out in the game. The Vikings also

bad to withstand the strong performance of
Bears quarterback Vince Evans, who passed
for two scores and ran for another.

Terry Bradshaw threw for just under 300
yards and two touchdowns to lead the Steel-

ers over the Saints. Bradshaw's touchdown
passes went for 16 yards to Lynn Swavzlia the

first quarter and 47 yards to his other wide
receiver, John Stallworth, in the fourth.

Dan Fouts tossed three touchdown passes

and broke his club record with 30 comple-
tions, propelling the Chargers over Seattle.

Fouts, who attempted 41 passes, bad touch-
down tosses of 12 and 11 yards to Charlie

Joiner and a 9-yarder to tight end Kellen

Winslow. He finished with 302 yards passing,

none longer than 15 yards.

Doug Williams capped four drives with

touchdown passes to propel the Buccaneers

over Detroit. Three of the quick scores fol-

lowed turnovers by the Lions. Williams com-
pleted only 13 of 29 passes, but he twice hit

Kevin House with scoring tosses and added
TD passes to James Wilder and Jim
Obradovich.

Quarterback Pat Haden completed his first

seven passes, propelling the Rams to a pair of
touchdowns by WendeB Tyler against the

Browns. Trailing 3-0, the Ramscame back as

Haden gained 53 yards on four completions,

with Tyler running the final two yards for the

first touchdown.
'

respectively if they are to survive.

Organizers of the junior championships

are to meet here on Oct 16 to decide on who
is to host the 1983 Championships.
The International Football Federation

(FIFA) organizing committee will choose

between Mexico and Guatemala. both of

whom have submitted their candidature.

A third candidate, Canada, is expected to

withdraw its offer to host the championships

because it is already scheduled as the venue

of a university-level competition in 1983.

Meanwhile, Zimbabwe could make their

first appearance in next month’s Interna-

tional East and Central Africa Challenge

Soccer Cup to be held in Tanzania.

Zimbabwe were admitted to the confeder-

ation of East and Central Africa Football

Association (CECAFA) at a weekend meet-

ing here, CECAFA secretary James Tirop of
Kenya said.

Sudan, the defending champions, Tan-

zania, Kenya, Uganda, Zanzibar Islands,

Malawi. Zambia, Somalia and Ethiopia will

take part in the competition, which begins in

Dar-Es-Salam and the northern town of

Mwanza on Nov. 14.

Steve Heighway
not included in

Ireland’s squad
LONDON, Oct. 5 (AFP) — Former

Liverpool winger Steve Heighway has been-
left out of the Republic of Ireland squad for

their final World Cup qualifieragainst France
at Landsdowne Road, on October 15, but

Manager hand discounts suggestions that it

was the end of his international career.

“I left Steve out purely because he is not

match fit, said Hand. “ I tried track him down
in England but failed. I eventually made con-

tact with him in America and asked him what
his fitness was like.

“He was honest enough to tell me that he
hasn't played since the World. Cup game
against Holland In Rotterdam on September
9. He could have cheated, but didn’t and I

respect him for this.

• “But he's still in my international plans and
when he is available and fit again I will cer-

tainly pick him on the panel at least,” said

Hand.
Striker Mickey Walsh was also missing

from the squad. He is recovering from a car-

tilage operation and Hand said; “I was
unable to pick Tim because be is still not

sufficiently fit for a match of this impor-
tance”
Hand said that Tony Grealish and Liam

Brady should be available for the French

game despite suffering minor injuries. Greal-

ish strained his groin on Saturday and Brady

is suffering from a slight hamstrong strain.

The squad: McDonagh (Bolton), Bonner

1 Celtic), Peyton (Fulham), Langan (Birmin-

gham). D O’Leary (Arsenal), Lawrencson

(Liverpool), Devine (Arsenal), Moran
(United), Hughton (Tottenham), Daly

(Coventry), Grealish (Brighton), Martin

(Newcastle), Brady (Juventus), Whealan
(Liverpool), Robinson (Brighton), Stapleton

(United), Givens (Neuchatel, Swhz), Ryan
(Brighton) Donovan (Aston Villa), Ander-

son (Preston). K O’ Callaghan (Ipswich) and

Waddock (QPR).

Mahoney recalled

for World Cup tie

LONDON, Oct. 5 (AFP) — John
Mahoney, who won the first of his 46 Welsh
caps playing alongside manager Mike Eng-
land 13 years ago, is recalled to the interna-

tional scene for Wales' World Cup qualifying

game with Iceland at Swanseaon October 14.

Mahoney, whose last international was
against West Germany two years ago, gets a

chance ' because regular midfielder Brian

Flynn is ruled out by a FIFA suspension.

Terry Yorath, currently on a European
tour with his American club, Vancouver
Whitecaps, is included- after missing last

month's match in Czechoslovakia.

David Giles, included in the stand-by list

for the Czech match, is promoted to the main
party of 16 bringing the Swansea contingent

to seven — Dai Davies, Robbie James,

Mahoney, Jeremy Charles, Leighton James,
Alan Curtis and Giles.

With Tottenham defender Paul Price again

ruled out by injury, manager England will

probably repeat the central defensive pairing

of Everton's Kenvin ratcliffe and Chariton’s

Leighton Phillips which played in Prague.

Mike England has named six players who
will be on stand by in case of injuries. They
are: Southall (Everton), Boycle (Crystal

Palace), Jacket! (Watford), Stevenson
(Leeds), Rush (Liverpool). Lewis (Cardiff).

Gene Mayer champ
ARNHEM, Netherlands Oct. 5 (AP) —

Gene Mayer of the United States won the

eight international Roxy Tennis Tournament
Sunday by defeating Hie Nastase ofRomania
6-3. 2-6, 6-4 in the final of the six-day event.
The victory was worth $40,000 to Mayer,

while Nastase pocketed $20,000
Johan Kriek of South Africa easily defe-

ated Thierry Tulasne of France 6-1. 6-0 for

third place. Kxiek received $15,000 and
Tulasne earned $9,000.

In Bloomington; Minnesota. Martina Nav-
ratilova brought Tracy Austin’s 28-match
winning streak to an abrupt halt Sunday night

by winning the $125,000 Women’s Indoor
Tennis Championship 6-0 6-2 at the Met
Sports Center.

Navratilova was simply awesome, breaking
Austin’s service six times to extract a measure
of revenge for last month's three-set loss to

Austin in the finals of the U.S. Open.
“ It was one of the best matches I’ve every

played,” said Navratilova, the former Czeck-
oslovakian star who now lives in Dallas,

Texas. “I never let Tracy in the match."

Title for Ballesteros
BARCELONA, Spain. Oct 5 (AFP) —

Spam’s doffing superstar Severiano Balles-
teros at last won his own National Golf
Championship when a final round seven
under 65 clinched victory by one-stroke over
Steve Martin of Britain.
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VICTOR: Hong Kong-based Anstralian jockey Gary Moore op Gold River waves to the

crowd after winning the PrixdeL'ArcdeTriomphe, Europe’s richest horse race in Fans '

Sunday.
;

In World Chess

Karpov goes two-up

§>

agencies) — don’t count and players receive one point for

if Karpov of each win.

raed second In 1954, Soviet challenger Vassily Smyslov

iflenger Vic- lost the first three games to Soviet champion .

on his 57th Mikhaql Botvinnik, but came back to tie the -

match at four wins a piece. Botvinnik howr L

r-old Soviet ever, retained his crown and the match ended::,

sad over the 12-12. -

npion needs In Tilburg. Netherlands, Sweden's Ulf

s title for the Aridersson defeated Lajos Portisch of Hun-

gary in third-round action to take the lead in*

'

r5, defeated the Interpolies Chess Tournament Sunday.*'!

a bitterly- The Swedish grandmaster played white"

aes. Karpov from an English opening to conquer a pawn
j

'est possible in a difficult middle game situation at his 30th <

er the chal- move, Poriisch put up a stubborn defense,
'

three games but Andersson exchanged pieces and I

clinched victory in the ending at his 6751.' ’
{

p a constant The win brought Andersson on top of the i

esuming the standings with 2Vi points, half a point ahead%

s side pawn of Soviet grandmasters Garry Kasparov and

3

Aleksandr Belyavsky and Yugoslav champ-

q

work of his ion Ljubomir Ljubojevic.
jj

a blitzkrieg Kasparov and Belyavsky faced each other|

inoi no hope and agreed to a draw after 39 moves from a a

Slav opening, when both were in time troy- 3

* Alexander ^ Ljubojevic played white against Hoi-
-J

very simple land's Gznna Sosonko to reach the same-;

ae is playing
result after 23 moves from a closed Sicilian, j

lue to begin In further play Sunday, former Soviet 3
white. world champions Boris Spasski and Tigran
seen several Petrosian settled for a quick draw after 14 3
at years. In moves from a French opening. p
Fischer lost In Sunday’s last game. Bent Larsen olZ
ipion Boris Denmark scored a luck win with white over ^
d then went . Britain' s Tony Miles. The English gransmas- £
force then a ter had built up a superior position from a 5
to win the Queen' s Indian Defense and seemed certain ij

in his crown to win. When a series of blunders in time 5}

ere received trouble spoilt his chances. In the end, he I;

g rules, ties exceeded the time limit on his 40th. b

SAUDI IDENTIFICATION CARD OF THE 3

FOLLOWING PERSONS - 2

1. ASLAM ABBAS KHAN ;

No. 61021 /H ISSUED ON 27/5/1400 ;

2. MOHAMED SALI NAZIMUDDIN ^

No. 2684 /1/H ISSUED ON 17/1/1401

ANYONE FINDING PLEASE CONTACT:
POON (SAUDI) LIMITED,
TEL RIYADH 478-4500

HAJI ABDULLAH ALIREZA
& CO.LTD,JEDDAH

» . /HGEN7SOF

MERANO, Italy, Oct. 5 (Agencies) —
World chess champion Anatoly Karpov of

the Soviet Union won the adjourned second

game ofhis title defense when challenger Vic-

tor Korchnoi resigned Sunday on his 57th
move.
The victory gave the 30-year-old Soviet

champion a commanding 2-0 lead over the

50-year-old challenger. The champion needs

anotherfourvictories to retain his title for the

second time against Korchnoi.

Karpov, champion since 1975, defeated

Korchnoi three years ago in a bitterly-

contested duel in the Philippines. Karpov
won that match by the narrowest possible

margin of six games to five after the chal-

lenger came back from being three games
down.

Karpov, playing white, kept up a constant

pressure againstKorchnoiafter resuming the

adjourned game with a queen's side pawn
attack in his sealed 42nd move.
The champion made short work of his

opponents last defenses with a blitzkrieg

exchange ofpieces that left Korchnoi no hope
of saving the game.

Karpov’s official press attache Alexander
Rosh said after the match: “If s very simple

— one is playing very well and one is playing

very badly." The third game is due to begin

Monday with Korchnoi playing white.

The World Championship has seen several

remarkable comebacks in recent years. In

1972, U.S. Grandmaser Bobby Fischer lost

the first game to Soviet champion Boris

Spassky, forfeited the second and then went,

on to win. Under the rules in force then a
challenger needed 12V!z points to win the
title, but a champion would retain his crown
with 12. Under the old rules, players received

a half point for a tie. Under existing rules, ties

A) NIPPON YUSEM RAIMA
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McKay’s home run
helps A’s to victory
v
NEW YORK. Oct. 5 (SPA)— The New

York Mets won a game but lost a manager
Sunday as Joe Torre was fired along with his
ennre coaching staff on the regular season’s
final day.

In the midstofNew York's 2-1 victory over
the Montreal Expos, Mets general manager
Frank Cashen fired Torre and his staff and
said he was still considering a replacement
Torre was the seventh league manager to be
axed this season.
Meanwhile. Dave McKay hit a tie-

breaking home run in the seventh inning as
the Oakland A’s defeated the Kansas City
Royals 4-3. The loss sent tbe Royals to Cleve-
land Monday for a makeup doublehcader to
determine whether one or two contests will
be played in Kansas Ciyt in the five-game
west mini-series.

The Mets scored their winning run in the
eighth as Mike Howard drew a walk, stole
second and raced home on Ron Gaidenhire's
single. Pete Falcone, 5-3, scattered eight
hits, posted eight strikeouts and did not allow
a walk while Bill GuIUckson was the loser.
The Phillies, meanwhile, closed out their

regular engagements with a 2-1 decision over
rhe Chicago Cubs as Lonnie Smith extended
his hitting streak to 2 games and scored the
winning run on a wild pitch.
Gary Woods singledhome the tie-breaking

run in the ninth inning as the Houston Astros
bear the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-3 in a pre-
view of the NL West playoffs.
The Milwaukee Brewers and New York

Yankees, the AL East playoff contenders,

European boxing
champ retires
LONDON, Oct. 5 (AFP)— John L. Gard-

ner. Britain's European heavyweight champ-
ion. has announced his retirement from pro-

fessional boxing Saturday Gardner, who says

he » quitting while he is in from, admitted in

the Sunday Press that he was only really fit for

three of his 35 professional fights.

Gardner also revealed that the biggest

problem of his life were caused not by boxing,

but by gambling. He leaves tbe scene as the

acknowledged best in Europe. He is also

undefended as British champion when he

gave that title up last year to concentrate on
Europe and. hopefully, winning the world

heavyweight championship.

His decision means he will no longer

defend his title against Luwen Rodrigues of

France in Parison October 15.

each lost Sunday. Kirk Gibson’s RBI single

drove in the winning run as the DetroitTigers
snatched a 3-2 victory over the Brewers.
Eddie Murray hit a two-run homer to lead the
Baltimore Orioles over the Yankees 5-2.

In other AL action. Don Baylor cracked
four hits, drove in two runs and scored
another to lead California past Texas 9-2.

Dwight Evans scored three times as Boston
beat Cleveland 6-2.

Sixth-ining home runs by Herry Bulling

and Tom Paciorek led Seattle over Toronto
2-0. Jerry Hairston capped a four-run rally

with two out in the ninth with a game-winning
single and also belted a grand slam homer as

Chicago beat Minnesota 13-12.
In other NL action, Mario Soto’s one-

hitter pitched Cincinnati to a 3-0 decision

Baseball
Americas Leagne

East

m
'rtf!

\mVv:
FIRED: New York's Mets manager, Joe
Torre, who together with his staffwas fired

Sunday.

standings

Y-Milwaukee
Boston
Detroit
Baltimore

Cleveland
X-New York
Toronto

W L
31 22
29 23
29 23
28 23

26 '26

25 26
21 27
West

29 23

L Pet. GB
22 .585 —
23 558 \V>

23 558 1%
23 549 2

26 500 4K
26 .490 S

27 .438 7%

Z-Kansas Chy 29 23 558 —
X-Oakland 27 22 551 Vt

Texas 24 26 .480 4
Minnesota 24 29 j4S3 5 Vi

Seattle 23 29 442 6
Chicago 23 30 .434 6Vb

California 20 30 .400 8

SUNDAY’S GAMES: Baltimore 5, New York 2; Boston

6, Cleveland 2; Chicago 13, Minnesota 12; Detroit 3,

Milwaukee 2; Oakland 4, Xanax City 3; California 9.

Texas 2; Seattle 2, Toronto 0.

National League
East

W L PEL GB
Y- Montreal 30 23 556 —
Sl Louis 29 23 558 Vi
X-PhOulelphia 25 27 .481 4%
New York 24 28 .462 5*i
Chicago 23 28 .451 6
Pittsburgh 21 33 389 9Vz

West
Y-Honaon 33 20 .623 —
Cincinnati 31 21 596 \Vi ,

San Francisco 29 23 552 3%
X-Los Angeles 27 26 509 6
Atlanta 25 27 j481 7%
San Diego 18 36 333 15%
X- First-half division winner
Y- Second-half division winner
2-Clinched playoff berth

SUNDAY’S GAMES: Philadelphia 2. Chicago 1; Sl
Louis 4, Pittsburgh 0: New York 2, Montreal 1; Cincin-
nati 3, Atlanta 0; Houston 5, Los Angeles 3; San Fran-
cisco 4, San Diego 3.

In Watkins Glen 200

Mears streaks to glory
WATKINS GLEN, New York, Oct. 5

(AP) — Rick Mears inherited the lead just

four laps from the end and flew to bis fifth

Indy car victoiy of the season and second in a
row, winning the chaotic Watkins Glen 200
Sunday after unheralded Rocky Moran ran

out of fuel while apparently heading toward
victoiy.

Moran appeared a cinch to win in his first

Indy car start. However, tbe car suddenly lost

power and pulled off the course halfway

through the 57th of 60 laps on the treacher-

ous 3.377-mile (5.434 km) Watkins Glen •

course.

<3000 TASTE IS NO LONGER EXPENSIVE VISIT

AL ASAAB TRADING ESTAIUSHMENT. PRINCE FAHI1 ROAD JEDDAH. TEL: KSI3M NEAR CHILD-LAND.
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PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL LINES

M.V. KOTA MEWAR Voy W/256

ETA 6.10.81

Consignees are requested to contact us immediately to take delivery order

against surrender of original Bill of Lading or a Bank Guarantee.

The Ship, her agent or owners will not be responsible in any respect for

consequences arising from consignees failure to take delivery order of their

cargo immediately.

For further information please contact

THE ORIENTAL COMMERCIAL EST.
P.O. Box 160, Tal: 64239004424489-6430949 *

Telex; 401203 BOKARI SJ, 401760 MARINE SJ.,

Cable: OVERSEAS. JEDDAH.

FLATS
FOR RENT

BUILDING CONSISTING OF 10 FLATS IN A VERY
QUIET AREA. WALKING DISTANCE TO THE CENTER

OF THE TOWN. GOOD FOR OFFICES OR
RESIDENCE.

TEL: 6423738 - 6423426.

That left Mears more than a lap ahead of

second-place Johnny Rutherford and third-

place Bill Alsup. Bob Lazier was listed

fourth, two laps down and Steve Chassey

fifth, four laps behind.

Mears had cut Moran's lead to less than

one second with nine laps remaining, but the

leader had rebuilt the margin to more than

four seconds before he ran out of fuel.

Moran, was in the car fielded by Dan Gur-
ney because regular driver Geoff Brabham
was not available. He finished third here in

the Can-Am race.

Moran wound up sixth and officials

announced after the race that he had been

penalized one lap for starting out of his pit

area after the fuel spill with the hose still

attached to the car. Gurney apparently was
aware of the possibility of a penalty before

Moran went out ofthe race, but there was no
word whetherMoran knew that he might lose

a lap.

He winner averaged 1 08.284 mph
(174.261 kph) and picked up first-place

money of S 17,965.“He (Moran) got unlucky

and I got lucky." Mearssaid. “Ifs been going

like this most of the year for us.

AL Unser jumped past pole-sitter Mario
Andretti at the start of the race, but Andretti

asserted his dominance quickly, moving past

Unser like a streak on the second lap.and
pulling steadily away.
Meanwhile, Bobby Unser. who started

15th in his backup car after the Penske-

Cosworth he qualified with was disqualified

by technical inspectors for being too long,

charged quickly through the traffic.

The elder Unser. a two-time winner of the

Indianapowis 500 and the man who was
stripped of an Indy victory this year because
of illegal passing, moved all this: way up to

second place after 10 laps.

By that time, Andretti had built a lead of

nearly 1 9 seconds over the second-place car.

Andretti was among the last of the leaders to

make his first pit stop. He came in after lap

1 9, took on fuel and came out still holding a

263 second lead over Unser.
Mears, Unset9

s teammate and a second-

row started, inherited second place on lap 23
when Unset's car began to smoke and pulled

off the course. Menrs, however, was more
than 40 seconds behind.
Moments later, Andretti's Cosworth-

Wildcat pulled off the track with a broken
gearbox, giving Mears tbe lead, with AL
Unser right behind.

UNIVERSAL OF SAUDI ARABIA
INTERIOR FINISHING
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EXPATRIATE SUPERVISORS
We Supply and Install
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Argentina, U.S. make clean sweep
PORTLAND, Oregon. Oct. 5 (AP)— The

United States and Argentina both comp-
leted a 5-0 thrashing of Australia and Britain
respectively Sunday.

T

In Buenos Aires. Argentina, who made
sure of victory by taking an unbeatable 3-0
lead after the doubles Saturday won the
reverse singles Sunday when Jose-LuiS Cere
beat Buster Moitram 7-5. 6-4 and Guillermo
Vilas defeated Richard Lewis 6-0, 6-2. The
British failed to win a set in the entire match.

In Portland. John McEnore the dominant
player in the U.S. triumph, downed the top
Australian player Peter McNamara 9-7, 6-0
and Roscoe Tanner, who defeated McNam-
ara in five sets on Friday, rallied to beat Mark
Edmondson 3-6, 6-2, 6-3 in Sunday’s final
match.

Tanner, the No. 8 player in world rankings
who will ram 30 years old later this month,
fell behind early when Edmondson broke his
service in the fourth game of the first set. But
the hard-serving American came back to win
with the help ofseveral mistakes by Edmond-
son. Tanner broke the Australian's serve in
the sixth game of the final two sets.

Australian team officials were unsure
when the last sweep of an Aussie learn had
occurred, but they said it may have been thel
1946 loss to the Americans. Australia has
swept the United States three times since
then.

Sunday’s matches completed the first U.S.
sweep since the Americans defeated Italy
5-0 in the 1979 finals.

McEnroe said he was looking forward to
facing Argentina. “I would think it should be
a great match," McEnroe said. “With (Jose
Luis) Clerc and (Guillermo) Villas in the top
10 it should be very tough," he said. On
paper, it should be our toughest match yet,

but I think we can win every one of them ifwe
play well," said McEnroe, who added that he
would play in the Davis Cup as long as he is

invited.

“We’ve played all our matches in the

(Wkvphoto)
TRIPS: America's John McEnroe trips while attempting to' make a return during his

match with Peter McNamara in the Davis Cup semifinals match Sunday. McEnroe won
the tie 9-7, 6-0.

United States and that’s a big plus for us,” he
added, noting that the Portland crowd was a

Cup competition in the United States.
auucu, uuuiiK uidi uic ruiuoiiu ltuwu wot a .... . ,

factor in the American domination of
You wouldn t have thought that Portland

Australia.
would have been a great place to play theAustralia.

The match on artificial surface at Port-

land’s Memorial Coliseum drew a crowd of
34.518 over three days, a record for Davis

matchbutitturnedouttobej* McEnroe said.

“The people were very supportive. You
couldn't have expected more.”

Read
thisweek in

I

COVER:

The process of industrialization is so

intense in the Kingdom that there

seems to be no room for pause for

those involved. Scott Pendleton

describes on page 20 the Saudi

Arabian Basic Industries

Corporation's targets, its

achievements and exclusive news of

new projects.

SEAPORTS REVIEWED:

Saudi Arabia has earmarked SR24
billion for the development of

seaports in the Third Development
Plan, showing the importance the

government has attached to them.
Ahmad Kamal Khusro narrates with

figures the inflow of goods and plans

of expansion.

THATCHER'S TRIP:

British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher undertook last week a tour

of Gulf states, offering arms and
voicing support to the Gulf
Cooperation Council. Louise Denver
writes on the premier’ s mission and its

.ourcome.

Read Saudi Business in its new format and cover

and you'll feel that you are reading a prestigious magazine published in London, Paris or New York.

Don't forget you have an appointment with Saudi Business every Saturday.

AVAILABLE IN ALL BOOKSTORES, KIOSKS AND NEWSPAPER STANDS.

SALEENDSOCTOBER 7th
20X-60XDISCOUNTS
fragrances; Crystal. ShoesandLeathergoods. Clothes formen. women and children. Plus manymoregiftitems.
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Your Individual /g
Horoscope fe:

- = Frances Drake —
FOR TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6,1981

m
What kind of day will tomor-

row be? To find oat what the

stars say, read the forecast

given for your birth Sign.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)

Stress on the career level

shouldn't lead to escapism. A
private conference goes well.

Adventure leads to love at

firstsight

TAURUS H£Z3?
(Apr. 20toMay 20)

0<ter
You needn’t let work pro-

blems dim your outlook on

life. Watch carelessness. Love

comes unexpectedly. Friends

give good advice.
GEMINI «TrfJg#-
(May 21 to June 20)

You'll have to cut down on
credit-card spending. New
love is possible now, but an ex-

isting romantic problem could
still botheryou.

CANCER
(June21 toJuly 22)

Vary your routine for ex-

citing times. Be willing to help

close ties with problems. A
domestic concern could trou-

ble you.

(July 23 to Aug. 22)

A more positive attitude is

needed in the work area.

You'll meet with romance
now, but guard health and
avoid self-indulgence.

(Aug!z3toSept.22) «P^
The cost erf entertainment

could trouble you. Find less

costly ways to have fun. Opt
for home life rather than a
night on the town.

LIBRA * v-=r

(Sept 23 toOct 22) ©
Tension an the home front

requires more patience from

you. Creative artists are in-

spired. Exciting news comes
via phone or letter.

SCORPIO m -*<
(Oct 23 toNov. 21) ”l/rtSr
A suspicious attitude will

mar communications. Watch
careless afternoon speech.

Youmay make an unexpected

purchase towardsnightfall
SAGITTARIUS jJA
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) * Afr

Friends and money don’t

mix favorably. Romance is in-

triguing, but be careful <rf un-

wise involvement The accent
is on discretion.

CAPRICORN Vffc#
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V «rf
Soft-pedal differences with

higher-ups. At the same time,
don't promise more than you
can deliver. Parties lead to

romantic encounters.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. M)
Don’t take the criticism of

others too personally. Yon’re
sensitive now and easily hurt
Business connections prove
hdgrfdL

PISCES
(Feb. 19toMar. 20)

Unexpected news from a
distance has romantic over-

tones. Surprising career
developments work to your

advantage. Be careful x' your
health

.

RAIfffl SQUASH *?" *1 KNEW VDU WEREDWtU OWTOh .
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— Song
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8:00 Arabic News
8JO Wrestling
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7:00 With the Arabic Songs

8:00 Local News
8:10 Arabic Series

9M Documentary
10:00 World News
10J5 Songs and Program Pre-

view
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Channel 33).
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6tf)0 Mr. Magpo Cartoon*

6:45 High Chappanal
7:45 Theater of the Stan

8i20 My World and Welcome to

h
8:45 Features

10:15 Evil Touch
1040 Rookies

KUWAIT
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8.

-0Q News
8:15 Emergency

9M Sheriff Lotm
9:45 Natme P8m
10:15 Rockford Hfcf
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9:40 S. Chronicle
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0700 Newadesk
0730 Serenade
0745 Financia l News
0755 Reflections

0800 Worid News
0809 Twenty-Fbnr Hours News
'Summary
0830 Mask for Wind lflStrn-

'0845 Tbe Worid Today
<0900 Ncwsdcsfc

<0930 Sarah and Company
<1000 World News -

<1009 Twenty-Four Honrs New*

?03(nvtamciit Metical

1045 Network UJC.
1 100 World News
1109 Reflections

II 15 Eun^a
1 130 Baker's Half Daren
1200 World News
1209 British Prers Review

1215 The World Today
1230 Fmaodal News
1240 Look Ahead
1245 Discovery
1300 Washington Sqaure

1 330 ToOting about Music

1400 Worid News
1409 News about Britain

1415 Letter bom London
1425 Scotland This Week
1430 Sprats Intern ational

1500 RatSo Newsreel

1515 Masters of Interpretation

1545 Sports Roundup
1600 Worid News

BBC
1609 Twenty-i-bor Homs News
Summary
1630 Network UJL
1645 A Jofly Good Show
1730 Origins

1745 Network UJL
** 1800 Radu Newsreel

_ 1815 Outlook
h*-

1900 Worid New*
1909 Commentary
1915 The Video Exptoskm
1945 The World Today
2000 Worid News

_ 2009 Meridian
'** 20«O Scotland TMs Week

2045'Sports Rotmdnp
2100 World News

-

2109 News about Britain

2115 Ratflo Newsreel

2130 Nature Notebook
2140 (arming Worid
2200 Outlook

Outlook
7774 Outlook
2239 Stock Market
Z243 Look Ahead
2245 Serenade

2256 Slock Marine: Report

2300 Worid News
2309 Twenty-Four Honrs News
Summary
2330 Tbe Fact of Death
2400 The Ooldeu Age of Pop
2430 Tbe Video Expknaou
0100 Worid News

„ 0109 The World Today
00 0125 Scotland TWa Week

0130 Financial News
0140 Reflections

Radio Pakistan
TUESDAY

Morning
Frequencies : 17662, 17845, 21700 (khz)

Wavelengths : 16.98, 16J81, 13JB (meters)

7.45 Religions Program
8.00 News
8.10 Melodies
830 Literary Magazine

9.00 News
9.03 Your Doctor
9.23 Our Choice (Music

0600-0700 Daybreak; Regional

and Topical Reports
0700-0800 The BreakEM Show:
News, htfounal Presentation

0800-0900 Daybreak/The
Breakfast Show
1800 News Roundup
1830 VOA Magazine Stow
1900 Spcoal Engfish News
1910 Snead Engfirit Science

and Tedmotogj Report
1915 Spcdri Engfet Science m
the News
1930 No* Max USA
2000 News Romrdnp
2030 Date&nr
2100 Special Engfish News
2110 Special Engflrii Science

and Technology Report

21 15 Special Engfirir Science nr

the News
2130 Now Mark USA
2200 News Roandup
2230 VOA Magazine Show
2300 Ijpedal Eng&sh News

Kae* KHz
(1800-0100)

.14.7 152601

14.7 15205

25J 11760

30.7 976(P

3M wg:
44.7 6040“

498 8015*

23^1 1260*

Frequencies S 17910, 21755 (khz)

Wavelengths : 16.74 13J96, 13.79 (meters)

430 Religious Program
4.46 Duet and Chorus
5.15 Literary Magazine
5.45 One Singer

6J00 News
6.15 Press Review
6.20 On This Day
635 Classical Music

JEDDAH Tab
Tamer Pbaimacy King Abdul Are Street 6422313
Ayman Pharmacy Uaivertiry Street 687S25S
Itiraad Pharmacy Sieen Street —
Gbnwaixb Pharmacy

RIYADH
Makhzoumi Street 643324S

Saqqaf Pharmacy Maufboha Stmt —
Wnzzajj Ptanaacy Din —
Hikmah Pharmacy Khazzaa Street —
Farouqi Pharmacy ULaya Si reel —
Ihe HMham Pharmacy

TAIF
Atiqah

Shuts Pharmacy King Faisal Street —
Samnm PbmuKy Modal. Northern Sbuhada —
Surour Phannacy

BAHA AND MUIRSHI
Hawaya, near Stanrer Ctark —

BSjtrihi Pharmacy BQjinhi. Street —
Rmaiuya Pharmacy Frtl Han Brrildmg

DAMMAM
Safefa Akkas Pharmacy
ALKHOBAK AND THaOBA

8X32111Near Abdallah Fuad Hospital

Shalt Pharmacy
QATW

King KhaJcd Surer 864 161

5

Gburlafi Pharmacy
JUBAJL >

FarehSom 8551536

Jubefl Pharmacy ' Safab Street 3613124

UOFUF
Awad Pharmacy Tfcawtm Street 5829629

by THOMAS
ACROSS
lSboppmg

JOSEPH

42 Gen. Rommel’s
habitat

43 Legal paper
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HEBD 0EB0S
heq® ajasHipi
[BnBaa asHsiis
sag HDa
EHSEQGBIE @QD

soeis se®@
aeaiiii sans®
seoe raoa
HHQ 3GGSBEBQ

InisDHse
sgsebse

Yesterday's Answer

19 Uncommon 28 Potential

22 “Private » Lay odds

Benjamin” 31 French

star river

23 Condes- 32 Scandi-

cended navian

24 TV set style 33 Avarice

25 Electra’s 38Nen«ian

brother greeting

26 Make out 39 But (Lat.)

Hfll

to oneself lBave coming

U Kazan 2 —
12 Free B-Toklas

from doubt 3 Liquid

13 Ceremony measure
Yesterday'sAnswer

14 Style 4 New Guinea
^

offornitare town 19 Uncommon MPotenbal

15 Bartender's SOfthesea 22 “Private 38 Lay odds

nicks S Custom; Benjamin” 31 French

16 Russian jet convention star rivcr

17 Full of TQuiet! 23 Condes- 32Scandi-

(suffix) 8 Schooled cended oavian

18 Earthly 9 Error’s 24 TV set style 33 Avarice

(arehak) aftermath 2SElectra's 38Nenmian

28 Persian 18 Backed out brother greeting

or Oriental M Mother (Fr.) 26 Make out 39 But (Lat.)

21 Exist

22 Start of an

23 Orchestrate

26 Disappeared

27 Sundered

28 Statute

29 Tie — on

31 Admonition

34W.W.H
spy group

35 Suffix

for doctor

36 Spanish

composer

37 Thick soup

& Withered

48 Soccer

number
41 Gaelic

r.-b

DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here's how to work It:

axtdlbaair
b LONGFELLOW

One letter simply stands for another. In (his sample A is

used for tbe three L’s, X for the two O'S. etc. Single letters,

apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all

hints. Each day the code letters are different.

CRYPTOQUOTES

THH 1PF HFQZWHTIZJU ZU

1PF NJLHS NZHH UJI TMJH-

ZWP VZWWZUQ. - FHZUJL QHXU
Yesterday’s Cryptoqnote: TAKE THE DIN OUT OF DINNER

ANDPUTTHE REST IN RESTAURANT.-HENRYSPOONE

31901 Kina Features Syndicate. Inc.

.Jay Becker

The Magic of Card Reading
it dealer. hearts at tridc four, coveredWestdealer.

Netherside vulnerable.

NORTHQ 8

VAKJ4
065
4QJ1084

WEST EAST
10 3 2 *A5 4

«7Q876 ^532
0 J 89 7 6 3

0 AQ10 4 2K 2

SOUTH
KJ976
^ 10 9

0 K 9 7 3A 5

The bidding:

West North East Sooth

Pass 1* 10 14
Pass 2* Pass 2NT
Pass Pass 3NT

Opening lead — jack of

This deal occurred in tbe
World Olympiad pair cham-
pionship. Declarer got to three

notrump and West-led tbe jade
of diamonds, which held. West
continued with a diamond to

the ace, and East returned the

queen to declarer's king.

South’s prospects were not

bright at this point, but he
combined good luck with good
play and came out smelling

like a rose. He led the ten of

by West with the queen and
won in dummy with the ace.

Then he played tike queen of

chibs, pluming to finesse if

East followedlow.
Had East played the (fence.

Southwould surelyhave made
the contract by continuing
with a low club from dummy.
But actually East covered foe

queen with the Mug, won with

the ace.

Now South continued with

the five of dubs and finessed

the eight! This passed off

pleasantly when East followed
low, and declarer finished

with nine tricks. The deep dub
finesse was absolutely essen-

tial to making the contract

Without it South would have
failed in his mission.

Finessing tbe eight of clubs

may seem mare an act of in-

spiration than of logic, but ac-

tually declarer had solid

grounds for this play. He
reasoned, first of all, that East
was bound to have the
singleton or doubleton king.

With K-x-x he would not have
played the king.

He also reasoned that while
it was possible for East to

have K-9 of dubs, he was far

more likely to have started

with K-7, K-6, K-3 or K-2, and
that finpssing the eight was
therefore much the better

play-

61981 Kang Features Syndicate, Inc.

^SPEOES OF SHRIMP
ONLY % INCH LONG,
DISCOVERED BY A
SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION

NATURALIST IN I9*Q
1 WAS GWEN THE
SCIENTIFIC NAME
“NE0MEGAMPHOPUS
Roosevelt i

w in

homor OF
PRESIDENT FRANKLIN
a Edosbjelt

•ini KsghM b*.

<o.£ HM!«mnaantt

ARSENIC AND OLD LACE"
THE FAMOUS PLAY ABOUT MURDER,
WAS PERFORMED ON BROADWAY
MAY IQ 1342 ENTIRELY IN SIGN
LANGUAGE BY T3EAF MUTES

4ong BRANCH SALOON
IN DODGE CITY KANSAS,
NOTORIOUS FOR ITS

BRAWLS IN THE 1870s,

BECAME (N THE IS80S
AFTEK KANSAS BANNED
LIQUOR THE LONG BRANCH
TEMPERANCE HALL
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Europe pays %11 more for oil

PAGE 11

.LONDON. Oct.5(R)— European impor-
ters arc paying the equivalent of up to $11 a

barrel more for their oil than they were in

January because ofthe strength of the U.S. biggest exporter, Saudi Arabia, charging $3!

•— _ A dollar since then, the Petroleum Intelligence a barrel and most of the other 12 member
I 1 1 IT ||1 T Weekly (PIW) said Monday. charging betweeir34 and S40. OPEC sourcew UL A The New York oil newsletter, which is also say middle-of-the-roaders like Kuwait am

uL distributed in London, said the price of oil in Indonesia have been trying for a compromia

• dollars, the oil industry* s working currency, in which the Saudi Arabians would swap :

had declined since January — the weighted * small increase in return for reductions b;

ill fll »* M * I IT average is now between $33 and $34 a barrel those at the top of the scale, including pria

bJI> %f (42 U.S. gallons) from just over $35 at the "hawks” Algeria and Libya,

k'nwvrr e x
start of the year. A unified price would give all the exporter

m i. ,T
* * tv

1 ’ 5 tAgencies) — Kuwait ButfTW said import costs in terms of local a more or less equal chance fighting for sale
n*nu:iy domed it was reducing oil output and currencies had soared. “Europeans now pay in the present world glut. The PAP said that
ting its orflcial rate. the per-barrel equivalent of $5 to $11 extra " despite the glut. OPEC members put n<
uw.ut s oil minister Monday denied it calculated. major price concessions on the table at chi

K
C
P?n!i

"aC* ro^uoe^ its oil production Meanwhile, a barrel of crude was worth start of the final quarter and buyers, embol
barrels per day from 800.000 to appreciably more to members of the Organ- dened by the glut, let many contracts expin

oi U.D00 barrels per day. “Kuwait has not ization of Petroleum Exporting Countries Sept. 30.
tvducod its production below SOO.OOO bar- (OPEC), when the-proceeds were spent in Some buyers turned temporarily to thi

e k K
n^riisicr. Sheikh Ali Khalifa Ab- Europe and Japan, because ofthe high value spot market, where oil not under long-tem

Sabah added m a statement. of the dollar, buoyed on world currency mar- contract is traded, and spot prices streng-
Sheikh Ali also stated the easier credit kets by high U.S. interest rates. TheWW also thened. PIW said spot Saudi Arabian Jigh

icrms^onered to Kuwait’ s oil customers last said there were rumors in oil circles that an and Nigerian crudes were quoted 10 U.S
month "are merely additional facilities OPEC deal reunifying oil prices was im mi- cents above contract prices,
granted to cusiomes buving Kuwaiti oil.” r-jz ; ; ; Z “—“ “

Soviet minister sacked for neglect
w*

C to *he official prices MOSCOW. Oct. 5 (R) — A Soviet eminent’ s orders were being carried out.

°
“TK?

a*r* oil.-; deputy oil minister has been sacked for his Investigators discovered the scandal

*£i
s eduction would not affect the origi- part in a major scandal in which tons of when thousands of barrels of imported

nal official price of Kuwait oil of $35.50 per . imported equipment intended to boost oii chemicals were found lying neglected in
barrel, he added. Kuwait informed its cus- production was left to rust and millions of railway sidings. Specially-imported equip-
tomers Iasi week it was extending its credit roubles were squandered. ment earmarked for use in Siberian and
lernis by 60 days, from 30 to 90 days. .. .. . , Kazakhstan oil fields was discovered in a

The authoritative oil bulletin Middle East Negligence by E. Khalimov. one of the
similar state, rusting and damaged, the

Economic Survey (MEES), said last week that
dePut> oil industry ministers had newspape r nidm

Kuwait had effectively cut its oil price by up col
^
ry

.

of lon
? .°1 0l1' the A total of 36 million roubles had been

n»S 1.10 a barrel by offering customers easier
newspaper Socialist Industry said Sunday.

iOSI trough neglected equipment and
credit terms. Kuwait's official output ceiling The newspaper said Khalimov had neg- 40.000 tons of chemicals had been wasted,
is 1.25 million bpd. but Gulf oil analysts said lected to put into operation new it added. Kbalimov's negligence meant the
customer resistance to hs prices and a fire at a government-ordered methods to improve country had lost millions of tons of oil and
major refinery had depressed output to about oil production levels by use of chemicals huge sums of money had been squandered.
600.000 bpd temporarily in August. and imported equipment. Instead, between it said. The newspaper suggested that as

rjn tt o « | 1976 and 1981 he invented fictitious data to well as being sacked Khalimov might be

# |3 m 00.fJ.iCS deceive his superiors into believing the gov- prosecuted.

cut prime to19% Tanzania scraps Greek fishing deal

nent “ with some saying it could come as early

as this month.”
OPEC prices are at present split with the

biggest exporter, Saudi Arabia, charging $32
a barrel and most of the other 12 members
charging betweetr.34 and $40.OPEC sources

say middle-of-the-roaders like Kuwait and
Indonesia have been trying for a compromise
in which the Saudi Arabians would swap a

small increase in return for reductions by
those at the top of the scale, including price

“hawks” Algeria and Libya.

A unified price would give all the exporters

a more or less equal chance fighting for sales

in the present world glut.The PAT said that,

despite the glut. OPEC members put no
major price concessions on the tabic at the

start of the final quarter and buyers, embol-
dened by the glut. let many contracts expire

Sept. 30*

Some buyers turned temporarily to the

spot market, where oil not under long-term
contract is traded, and spot prices streng-

thened. PIW said spot Saudi Arabian light

and Nigerian crudes were quoted 10 U.S.
cents above contract prices.

Soviet minister sacked for neglect
MOSCOW. Oct. 5 (R) — A Soviet

deputy oil minister has been sacked for his

part in a major scandal in which tons of

imported equipment intended to boost oil

production was left to rust and millions of

roubles were squandered.

Negligence by E. Khalimov. one of the

several deputy oil industry ministers, had
cost the coutiy millions of tons of oil. the
newspaper Socialist Industry said Sunday.

The newspaper said Khalimov had neg-

lected to put into operation new
government-ordered methods to improve
oil production levels by use of chemicals

and imported equipment. Instead, between

1 976 and 1 98 1 he invented fictitious data to

deceive his superiors into believing the gov-

ernment’ s orders were being carried out.

Investigators discovered the scandal

when thousands of barrels of imported

chemicals were found lying neglected in

railway sidings. Specially-imported equip-

ment earmarked for use in Siberian and

Kazakhstan oil fields was discovered in a

similar state, rusting and damaged, the

newspaper said.

A total of 36 million roubles had been

lost through neglected equipment and

40.000 tons of chemicals had been wasted.

,

it added. Kbalimov's negligence meant the

;

country had lost millions of tons of oil and
|

huge sums of money had been squandered.
|

it said. The newspaper suggested that as

!

well as being sacked Khalimov might be
j

prosecuted.
j

NEW YORK. Oct. 5 {AP)— Two major
New York banks— Chase Manhattan Bank
and Morgan Guaranty Trsut Co.— reduced
their prime lending rate Monday from 19.5
to 1 9 percent, matching a move that began a

week ago.

Last Monday. Continental Illinois

National Bank and Trust Co., the seventh-
largest U.S. commercial bank, was first to
adopt a 1 9 percent prime rate, the lowest
level since early May. Chase Manhattan,
the nation's third-largest bank, and fifth-

ranked Morgan Guaranty became the first

major banks to follow that more.
The prime rate is the base banks use to

compute interest charges on loans to their

most credit worthy corporate customers.

Some very short-term loans to major cus-

tomers are made at rates below the prime
rate. The prime raw reached a record-high

2 1 .5 percent in December. 1 98(1.

DAR-ES^SAIAM. Oct. 5 (API — The

government has nullified a commercial fish-

ing contract between a private Greek firm

and the state-run Tanzania Fisheries corp.

(TAFICO) because of irregularities and sus-

pected corruption, the government-owned

Sunday News reported.

It said the ministry of natural resources and

tourism has cancelled the joint venture with

the Atlantic Fishing Co. (AFC) of Athens

because the contract had not been fully

scrutinized and approved by the proper

authorities and because it was weighted in

favor of the Greek firm.

The government' s daily news alleged last

July in a three-part investigative report that

Tanzania could have lost up to 200 million

shillings ($25 million) in foreign exchange

through the deal.

The papers noted irregularities in the con-

tract. including low pricing of prawns.

SAUDI ARABIAN GOVERNMENT TENDERS
Western Region MunicipalTemporary asphalting for the 9 M 300
and Rural Affair town of Rania and nearby1

Directorate General villages.

Temporary asphalting for Laith

and surrounding villages. IftM
Fencing of Khulais Municipality 1-3/M

graveyard

Temporary Asphalting for 12<M
Qunfuzah rural complex
Temporary asphalting for the 1 1/M
town of Ala and surrounding

villages.

Ohud Al-Masaruha Rural Temporary asphalting of the —
Complex. Jizan complex's streets

Health Ministry Cleaning of the Tuberculosis 857
and chest illnesses center in

Rivadh

PORTS AUTHORITY
JEDDAH ISLAM 1C.PORT

SHIPS MOVEMENTS UPTO 0700 HOURS ON
5TH OCTOBER 1981

Berth Name of Vessel Agent Cargo

9M 300 19.10.81

10.M 500 20.10.81

13/

M

300 25.lti.Sl

12.M 650 24.10.81

11/M 500 21.10.81

— 300 20.10.81

857 500 19.10.81

»rth Name of Vessel

A. Alaska
Crimmitschau
Frigo Las Palmas
Golden Riyadh
Startone
Kota Molek
Alassiri

Jalagouri

Ksi Maru
Zeus 1

Cason
Gemini Freindship

Concordia Tarek
Mykali 2

Ratna Vandana
Golden Saudia

Stirling Universal

Kota Makmura

Shikishima Reefer

Hilco Sprinter

Cherry Island

Cherry island

Faro
Sovetskie

Profosoyuzy

RECENT ARRIVALS :

Sovestskie

Profsoyuzy
Ibn Al Suwaidi

Pebble Beach

(bn AJ Moataz
Okeanis
Khian Hill

Crimmitschau
European Venture

Matdive Carrier

Agent

O.C.E.
Shobokshi
Star

El Hawi
Fayez
O.C.E.

Alsaada
Kanoo

Alireza

Rolaco
A.E.T.
Abdallah
Alsabsh
Alireza

Alsaada
El Hawi

Reefer
Containers
fFruit/Chicekn/Eggs

Contrs/SteeWPlywood
Bagged Barley

Bagged Food/Gen.
Bagged Barley
ContrslRice/Flourl

General
Containers
Bulk Cement
Contrs/Gan.
Bagged Wheat/Bariey
Gen/Meal/OillS alt

Wheat/Steel/Moblle
Houses
Poles/Gen/Trls.
Gen/Steel/Co nts/

Timber
Fruit/Meat

Canned Food/Teat
General
Reefer
Reefer
Lamb
Lamb
Steel Angeles 8c Bars

Containers

Containers

Arr. Date

1.10.81

4.10.81

1.10.81

1.10JB1

2.10.81

30.9.81

4.10.81

2.10.81
3.10.81

30.9.81

3.10.81

2.10.81

1.10.81
29.9.81

3.10.81

2.10.81

30.9.81

1.10.81

1.10.81

2.10.81

4.10.81

4.10.81

under-declaration of catches and exporting

fish and prawns without paying customs

duties.

The Sunday News said the ministry blamed

the executives for mishandling the contract

and called for a restructuring of the corpora-

tion's management.
The paper quoted a ministry statement as

saying officials were satisfied that “TAFICO
did not abide by government standing proce-

dures on contract negotiations.”

The ministry said it favored continuing the

joint venture withAFC on a revised basisand

called for the formation of a clear-cut policy

on commercial fishing ventures. The agree-

ment with AFC was the only fishing agree-

ment Tanzania had negotiated with a foreign

firm. In a bid to increase the country’s foreign

exchange earnings TAFICO is on record as

wishing to enter into agreements with foreign

fishing companies to exploit Tanzania’s

enormous and largely untapped coastal wat-

ers.

Iraq oil supply

assured -Imelda
MANILA. Oct. 5 (R) — Philippine

Human Settlement Minister Imelda Marcos
said Monday that Iraq had promised to main-

tain oil supplies to the Philippines and give it

priority in development contracts.

Mrs. Marcos, wife of President Ferdinand

Marcos, was speaking to reporters after

returning from a four-day visit to Iraq, w here

she signed a trade agreement providing for

more favored nation treatment between the

two countries.

“A joint Philippine-Iraqi commission will

be set up to meet yearly and monitor or

review the progress of trade between the two

countries.’’ she said. The Philippines receives

about 15 percent of its oil from Iraq, which

hires thousands of Filipinos for construction

projects.

Indiangarmentexports

to Russia hit $50m
NEW DELHI, Oct. 5 (AP)— Political and

economic turmoil in Poland has prompted

the Soviet Union to tum to India for more
imports of ready-made garments, a top

Indian official said Sunday.
Krishnan Nair. chairman of the govern-

ment’s Apparels Export Promotion Council

(AEPC), told a reporter that the Russians

had purchased Indian garments worth 450
million rupees (S50 million in the first six

months of 1981 and the imports were likely

to touch 1 billion rupees (SI 12 million)

before the year-end.

i Al Suwaidi Kanoo Containers

bble Beach Gulf Genera!

i
Al Moataz Kanoo Gen/Contrs.

C3n }s Alrabah Bulk Cement

ian Hill Kanoo Contrs/Stl/Gen.

mmitschau Shobokshi Containers

ropean Venture A.E.T. Vehicles

ildive Carrier O.Trade
. ..

KING ABDUL AZIZ PORT DAMMAM
SHIPS MOVEMENT UPTO 0700 HOURS ON

7 12 1401-5 10.1981 CHANGES OF THE PAST 24 HOURS
Alliance Success

Family Anthony
Endurance Express

Bashi Maru
Haui Yang
Hiltona

Xing Yang
Qarouh

. Saudi Prince

Qatar Express

Barber Toif

Ahmad Affareh

Torn* Herdis (D.B.)

United Wavo (D.B.)

Sarga. Uni Cement

Gulf

Kanoo
Saite

Gosaibi
Sahe
Saite

Orri

Kanoo
Alsaada
SMC
Barber
Kanoo
Alsaba
Alireza

Globe

Bagged Barley

Gen/Steel/Com.

Sugar
General
Rice

Rice
General
General
Bailey
Containers
Gen/Conts
Gen/Steel

Bulk Cgment
Bulk Cement
Cement Vessel

5.10.81

27.9.81

4.10.81

21.9.81

4.10.81

1.10.81

1.10.81

28.9.81

4.10.81

2.10.81

4.10.81

4.10.81

4.10.81

3.10.81
4.10.81

30.10.80

Foreign Exchange Rates
Quoted al SM P-M. Morntoj

SAMA Cash Transfer

Bahraini Dinar 0.10 9.10

Bangladeshi Rupee — 14.05

Belgian Franc (1.000) — —
Canadian Dollar — 284.00

Deittche Mark (100) 152.00 I51.J5

Dutch Guilder (100) 137.00 136.85

Egyptian Pound 3^4 4.11

Emirates Dirham (100) 93215 93.15

French Franc (100) 61.25 61.10

Greek Drachma {1 .000) 56.00 6020
Indian Rupee (100) — — 37.45

Iranian RipJ (100! — —
Iraqi Dinar — —
Italian Lira (10,000) 2920 29.00

Japanese Yen (1J300) — 14.QS

Jordanian Dinar 10.17 io.n9

Kuwaiti Dinar 12.12 12.115

Lebanese Lira ( 100) 75JO 75.20

Moroccan Dirham 1100) 61JO t>;.so

Pakistani Rupee (1001 34.SO

Philippines Peso (100) — — 43.45

Pound Sterling 6.29 6—55
Qatari Rival (100) W.00 94.00

Singapore Dollar (100) 162 JO
Spanish Peseta (

l

.000 )
— 35.45

Swiss Franc ( 1 DO) 160.00 170.95

Syrian Lira (100) 58.00 6335
Turkish Lira (1,000) —

—

—
U.S. Dollar 3.43 3.425

Yemeni Rival ( 1 00) 75.20 7530

Sd&nt Price Baying Price

Gold kg. 48.800 48.600

10 Talas bar 5,730 5.630

Ounce 1.545 1.485

The above cash and transfer rates are sop-

plied by Af-Rajbl Company for Currency

Exchange & Commerce, Gabel Si.. Tel.

6420932. Jeddah.

France plans

to freeze

prices of

vital items
PARIS. Oct. 5 (AP) — Finance Minister

Jacques Delors said Monday the government
plans to freeze the prices of services and cer-
tain products and block profits margins of
importers in an effort to reduce inflation from
an annual rate of about 14 percent to 10
percent.

The measure, which follows a decision

Sunday by the Common Market's council of
finance ministers to devalue the franc and the
Italian lire by 3 percent and revalue the West
German mark and the Dutch guilder by 5.5
percent, will be announced formally after
Wednesday's regular cabinet meeting Delors
said at a news conference.

Delors said that each percentage point by
which inflation is reduced saves 50,000 jobs.

He said prices of services will be frozen at

their level oF Oct. 3 for a six-month period.
Should any increases be recorded during the
period, the government will apply a special

tax. he said.

If an agreement for price moderation can
be arranged with professional groups, the
price freeze on services could be lifted as
from Jan. 1, Delors said. Delors said the
freeze will affect the prices of certain “sensi-
tive’' products, such as bread, milk, butter,

margarine and other necessary consumer
items, through the end of the year.

While stressing that the government would
maintain its policy of price freedom and
encouraging competition, the finance minis-

ter said the government also intended to

freeze the profit margins of importers at their

Oct. 3 level for three months.

London Commodities
Closing Prices

Monday
Gold fS per ounce) 442.50
Silver cash (pence per ounce) 513.50
5 months 531.75

Currency reaMg'nr.gnE

EEC urges inflation control
BRUSSELS. Oct. 5 (AP) — The Euro-

pean Economic Community's top financial

officer Monday praised a decision to change
values of four EEC currencies, but warned
that followup measures to stem inflation were

needed.
“We will have to back it up with economic

and policy decisions” EEC Finance Com-
missioner Francois-Xavier Onoti told a news
conference.

“We also have to keep a close check on
budgetary deficits,” Ortoli added. When
asked if he was referring to France, where a

new budget envisions a deficit of 60 billion

francs ($10 billion). Ortoli smiled and said,

“The need is to fight against inflation. How
everybody does that is up to them.”

In the most radical shift ofcurrencies in the

30-month history ofthe European monetary
system, finance ministers decided Sunday to

devalue the French franc and Italian lira and
upvalue the West German mark and Dutch
guilder 5.5 percent.

In the most radical shift of currencies in the

30-month history of the European monetary
system, finance ministers decided Sunday to

devalue the French franc and Italian lira and
upvalue the West German mark and Dutch
guilder 5.5 percent.

Ortoli said the “realistic and sound”
realignment was necessary to help improve
French and Italian international trade and
help West Germany and the Netherlands cut

inflation.

“I hope the decision will lead to a drop m
interest rates.” he added. “What happened
yesterday was sound management.” He cal-

led for greater cooperation with U.S.
authorities to keep interest rates down and
reduce other disruptions caused by divergent

economic policies in the United States and
European countries.

Belgian monetary expen Jacques Van
Ypersele echoed Ortolfs view that the

realignment of the EMS could lead to

reduced interest rates in Europe. Van
Ypersele, chief adviser to the Belgian finance
minister, told a radio interviewer the

realignment "is a reinforcement of the EMS.
It's important to live in a zone of relative

stabilirv."

FAO sees record coarse grain crop

442.50
513.50
531.75

Copper cash 908.50
3 months 943.50

Tin cash 8185.00

3 months 8342.50
Lead cash 388.00
3 months 399.50
Zinc cash 462.00
3 months 479.25

Aluminium cash 620.00

3 months 648.00

Nickel cash 2745.00
3 months 2852.50
Sugar January 1 70.25

March 177.50

Coffee September 1077.00

March . 1 096.00

Cocoa December 1 293.00

March 1297.00

Sole: Prices in pounds per metric U».
Theabove pricesare provided bv Sand! Research&
Investment Ltd., P.O. Box 6474. Tel: 6653908.

Jeddah.

ROME, Oct. 5 (AP) —
^
The United

Nations Food and AgricuIture’Organization

said Sunday thar good weather has improved
prospects for coarse grain harvests in major
exporting countries this year.

In a monthly food outlook report, the FAO
said it now estimates world coarse grain pro-

duction in 1981 at a record 770-81)0 million

metric tons, an increase of about 2 percent
over last month's forecast and 8 to 11 percent

higher than for 1980, a poor year. Wheat and

London stock market
LONDON. Oct. 5 (R) — The market

closed firm after a cautious start and at 1500
hours, the Financial Times index was up 10.4

at 486.7. Dealers reported small but persis-

tent demand in a market bereft of skiers.

Part of the gain reflected short covering of
recent oversold positions, which tended to

exaggerate price movements, they said

GEC and Unilever were were up 20p and

19p respectively. Government bonds Firmed

up to half a point. The realignment of Euro-
pean monetary system currencies, funher
U.S. prime rate reductions to 19 percent
19- !

/2 percent and the U.K. September
wholesale price index details helped senti-

ment. dealers said. North American stocks
were narrowly higher.

Racal closed 22p higher, while 12p rises

were noted in ICI. Glaxo and Lucas. Shell

and BP were up and 12p up respectively and
banks gained as much as 8p.

Sun Alliance advanced 25p in insurances.

Akroyd and Smithers closed steady at 168
despite a denial by Merrill Lynch that it

bought a stake in the stock broking. Akroyd
rose 16p on Friday to I66p.

rice output estimates remained basically

unchanged.
The bulk of the increase should come from

the United States where coarse grain produc-
tion was likely to be 18 to 26 percent above
198.7 million tons in 1980. the report said.

High production was also predicted for

Australia, Canada. South Africa and formost
developing countries, particularly Argentina.
The report said, however, that continuing

bad weather in the Soviet Union "seems
likely to result in another poor crop" for that

country for the third consecutive year.

Dry weather also might have an adverse
impact on the Indian coarse grain crop, it

said. The report reaffirmed that world cereal
production was expected to recover this year,

with total output ranging from 1 .495 to 1 .535
-nillinn tons, .ompared with 1.435 million

tons in 1 9S0 and the previous record of 1 .470

million tons in 1979.

U.S. stock market
NEW YORK. Oct. 5 (AP)— Stock prices

rose sharply Monday, extending last week's
rally amid hopes for a further decline in inter-

est rates.

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials

jumped S.66 to 869J9 in the first half hour.

Gainers opened a 4 to 1 lead over losers

among New York stock exchange-listed

issues. Several large U.S. . banks lowered tbeir

prime lending rates Monday from 19.5 to 19
percent, matching a reduction posted a week
ago by Chicago's Continental Illinois Bank.
There was also speculation that the U.S. Fed-
eral Reserve might relax its credit policy

somewhat, particularly since signs are

accumulating that the American economy
has slowed.
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International

At Commonwealth summit

Namibia freedom by ’82 called Thatcher
MELBOURNE. Australia, Oct. 5 (AP)—

Commonwealth leaders Monday urged that

Southwest Africa become independent as

Namibia in 1 982. "A definite timetable must

be fixed for Namibia to become free and
independent at the latest*-by the middle of
1982." said Nigerian President Shehu
Shagari.

The agenda of the Commonwealth heads

of government meeting, known as CHOGM.
was changed Monday at the suggestion of

IranianArabs
declare revolt

By Qasim Samawi
Baghdad Bureau

BAGHDAD. Oct. 5— A new front claim-

ing to represent 3.5 million Iranian Arabs

Monday declared armed struggle for the

independence of A1 Ahwaz region from Iran.

Sayid Hadi. the leader of the Arab Front for

the Liberation of Ahwaz told a press confer-

ence that the regime of Khomeini “is exercis-

ing more cruel methods than the “tyrant"

Shah against the Ahwaz people.

“Khomeini, whom wc supported to topple

the Shah, has disappointed our people as he

continued oppressive measures which we
have suffered at the hands of the Shah.

4
' Hadi

said.

Australian Prime Minister Malcokm Fraser
to discuss southern Africa, one of the key
issues before the 42 delegations.

Nigeria, Kenya. Britain. Canada. Zim-
babwe. Jamaica, Zambia. Grenada, Lesotho,
Sierra Leone and Australia took part in what
Secretary-General Shridath (Sonny)
Ramphal called wide-ranging, powerful and
reflective talks.

Pretoria's actions continue to threaten the
stability of southern Africa. Ramphal said.

Tension was building and the Common-
wealth' s patience was wearing thin, he said.
“We are all committed to bringing Namibia
to speedy independence and to the dismantl-
ing of apartheid," Ramphal said.

There was a convergence of views between
two representatives of the so-called contact
group which is trying to negotiate with Pre-
toria and those from three front-line states of
southern Africa, he said, referring to Canada
and Britain in the five-nation contact group
and Lesotho. Zimbabwe and Zambia among
the front-liners. Shagarfs major address
Monday concentrated almost entirely
on southern Africa.
He noted that of the seven independent

states sharing common frontiers with South
Africa, five are Commonwealth members.
With Zimbabwe independent and no longer
an issue, the unfinished business in southern
Africa remains “the elimination of the racist

policy of apartheid of South Africa and the
question of the independence of Namibia."
he said.

“Both issues must be of serious concern to

the Commonwealth. One involves a former
British colony and the other a former
British-mandated territory.'' Shagari said the
world was “indignant over the wanton des-
truction of life and property which unpro-
voked attacks by South Africa against

Angola have caused...

"Regrettably, South Africa has felt

encouraged by the new United States
administration's attempt to link the so-called
issue of Cuban troops in Angola with the
question of the independence of Namibia.
Needless to say that this American position is

as unjust as it is incomprehensible.
“The question of Namibia's independence

long pre-dated American concern over
Cuban forces in Africa, even ifthe Americans
choose to ignore the reasons for the Cuban
presence in Angola." Shagari said his under-
standing is that the Cubans are there only to
help defend Angola against South African
attacks. “South Africa is oh a collision course
with Africa, with the entire international
community," the Nigerian president said.

British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
said it would be unrealistic ofSouth Africa to

think that the United States would be con-
ciliatory with the Pretoria government on
independence for Southwest Africa.
She said the United States shared the views

of the other members of the contact group
that any settlement for the territory had to be 1

on the basis of U.N. resolution 435.

From page one,
the two superpowers and international

alliances." At the same time it is inconsistent

with the role of the U.S. in the attempis now
being made to find a proper settlement,*' he
said.“The U.S. role must be one of balance.”

He also took the Soviet Union to task for

its attempt to spread its influence and polar-

ize others under its umbrella. “These
attempts are also not consistent with its role

as a responsible superpower concerned with
keeping the peace and reducing international

tensions” he declared.

He hoped that the new strategic conflict

win not be at the expense of the Third World
and aspirations of its peoples for peace and
stability.

One of the positive factors of which we can

be proud in the political developments wit-

nessed by our region, was the establishment

of the Gulf Cooperation Council. This

development is consistent and in harmony

with the chancre and resolutions of the

Organization of Islamic Conference and the

League of Arab States. It is also consistent

with the Charter of the United Nations and

the resolutions of the movement of

nonaligned countries. It. in fact, represents a

strengthening and consecration of coopera-

tion and inter-action between the member
states of the council.

At the same lime, it does not constitute an

alliance against anyone. It is an expression of

the free will of these countries and of cooper-

ation among them, in full and mutual aware-

ness of their national interests, free of any
outside influence. The aforesaid council will

be a positive factor for stability in the region,

and will play an effective role in helping to

eliminate foreign interference, particularly in

matters which are considered within the

exclusive competence of the Gulf states.

The membership of the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia in the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC), its positive

efforts in international economic bodies, and
its effective role in international efforts are

aimed at strengthening of international

economic cooperation and finding solutions

for all the problems encountered. This has

not only led to its adoption of responsible

economic policies, but also to the establish-

ment of a pragmatic and realistic perspective

with respect to the international economic
situation, its problems, and the solutions

proposed for overcoming these problems.

A glance at this economic situation indi-

cates that there is a reality which requires no
definition, namely, that the world is divided

into developing countries suffering from
starvation, destitution and lack of resources,

as well as a low standard of living, and indus-

trialized countries enjoying affluence, abun-

dance, and a high standard of living. This
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situation constitutes a disequilibrium recog-

nized by everyone. The whole world, includ-

ing the industrialized countries, acknow-
ledges this disequilibrium. Vet. it continues

to lack the political will to eradicate it. The
only solution for this disequilibrium requires

that real wealth not be limited to specific

states. It should be transferred and directed

from the industrialized to the developing

countries.

The discussion by the General Assembly of
economic matters and international

economic cooperation for development is of

great importance because these matters have

a considerable impact on international peace

and security and on the reduction ofinterna-

tional tension. While economic stagnation

continues at the international level, the cost

of imports by the developing countries of

food products and capital and consumer
goods increases with a concurrent reduction

in the demand for their basic products. Pro-

tective trade measures in the markets of the

industrialized countries have been increas-

ing, thus diminishing the exports of the

developing countries to these markets. This

results in a deterioration of trade conditions

and an increase in the trade balance deficits.

These problems are compounded by the rise

in the costs ofloans and loan services, fluctua-

tions in the rates of exchange, and a substan-

tial decline in the official development assis-

tance from the industrialized countries.

This gloomy picture of the conditions of a

large number of developing countries

requires an acceleration in launching a new
effort of comprehensive economic negotia-

tions. aimed at the coordination of interna-

tional economic performance, and an
increase in the effectiveness of international

cooperation for development. It is regrett-

able. Mr. President, that the efforts of the

General Assembly to launch the global

economic negotiations should be impeded on
account of differences over some procedural

mattera. The nature ofthe subjects tabled for

discussion does not permit delay or post-

ponement. They must be given die priority

and care which they deserve. In this regard,

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia wishes to

commend the initiative of his excellency, Mr.
Jose Lopez Portillo, the president of Mexico
and his Excellency. Mr. Bruno Kreiskv. the

chancellor of Austria, in calling fora limited

summit to discuss problems of international

cooperation for development. We hope that

this conference will succeed in restoring

mutual confidence and strengthening com-
mon understanding between the participat-

ing developing and developed states.

The policy of apartheid which South Africa

continues to practice is detestable and
inhumane and is based on the oppression of

man by man. There is no longer a place for

such a policy in our present age. The days of

imperialism and enslavement are gone fore-

ver. The continuation of the policy of apar-

theid by the present regime in South Africa is

the reason for its refusal to withdraw from

Nambia and to deny its people the right to

self-determination, despite the repeated

resolutions of the General Assembly and the

Security Council.

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is proud to

be a member of the Organization of the

Islamic Conference. Islam is its religion: The

Holy Quran is its constitution and guiding

light. Islam is a religion that calls for freedom

and stands against aggression, exploitation

and oppression. It opposes all forms of back-

wardness and encourages the freedom of

thought. It is capable of absorbing the

accomplishments ofour age.The basic nature

. of the Organization of the Islamic Confer-

ence meets these hopes and aspirations.

Early this year, the Third Islamic Summit

Conference convened in the holy city of

Makkab. That great and historic meetingwas
a remarkable occasion during which the lead-

ers of Islamic countries adopted resolutions

and recommendations of great importance'

and issued the historic declaration of Mak-
kah. The upshot of all this is that the Islamic

gathering is one for good and not for evQ, for

strength in right and not strength for oppres-
sion: a gathering that doe^not strive to create

areas of influence at the expense ofothers but

to achieve independence forall countries.

The Islamic states do not aspire to create a

bloc opposed to current military alliances.

They strive to eliminate the foundation of

alliances for death and destruction. The
Islamic countries support disarmament and
oppose the arms race. They oppose the pro-

liferation of nuclear weapons in the world

and favor their reduction and elimination.

The Organization of the Islamic Confer-

ence has exerted a considerable effort to

maintain the Arab and Islamic character of

Jerusalem, its heritage and civilization, par-

ticularly when the blind arrogance of Israel

has led it to proclaim Jerusalem as the “eter-

nal capital" of which its racist-entity, thereby

challenging the world conscience, Islamic

consensus and international legality.

The Organization of the Islamic Confer-
ence was able to demonstrate to the whole

world the dangerous dimensions of the flag-

rant Soviet invasion and occupation of

Afghanistan. It condemned the Soviet Union
and called for a complete, unconditional

withdrawal of military forces from Afghanis- .

tan. and the nonrecognition of, or coopera-

tion with the present Tegime. We therefore

call upon all the other nations of the world to

support the organization's position on this

matter by condemning and denouncing the

action of the Soviet Union. Furthermore, the

Organization of the Islamic Conference cal-

led on all nations to support the people of

Afghanistan in the elimination of all formsof
oppression, subjugation and occupation so

that these people may regain their freedom
and independence, and be able to exercise

their sovereign right over their land. This will

not be possible without the complete and
unconditional withdrawal of Soviet military

forces from Afghanistan. The support that

the Soviet Union continues to give to the

rights of the Arabs in Palestine does not jus-

tify its occupation of Afghanistan, nor does it

justify the denial to the people of Afghanis-
tan of their rights.

The continuation of the conflict between
Iran and Iraq has created deep concern in our
region and a strong desire for its termination.

Hie Islamic countries have spared no effort in

this regard through the Islamic Good-will
Committee created in the course of the
Islamic Conference in the holy city of Mak-
kah. which has among its members, nine
heads of state, members of the Islamic Con-
ference. While we strongly support these

efforts and the supplementary endeavors by
the nonaligned movement and the United
Nations,we hope that such effortswould bear
fruit.

At the same time, we deplore very strongly

the recent aggression against the brotherly
state of Kuwait which was aimed at certain

economic installations. This represents an
aggression against the sanctity and sovereig-

nty of Kuwaiti airspace, undermines the sec-

urity and stability of the region and violates

international law and practice. A continua-

tion of such aggression will lead the states of

the Arab League to apply the Joint Arab
Defense Agreement.

The membership of Saudi Arabia in the

Arab League is oot merely a political or
casual relationship. It is the reality of a com-
mon destiny ad civilization reflecting a com-
mon history, culture, and aspirations for a

world enjoying;
-

stability, prosperity and

cautions

Trudeau
MELBOURNE, Ocl 5 (R) — British

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher told

Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau

Monday she would submit his constitu-

tional reform package to the British Parli-

ament but warned him it faced growing

opposition in London. The two prime

ministers, attending a Commonwealth
summit here, met for 25 minutes to discuss

Trudeau's proposals.

A statement issued after the meeting

said Mrs. Thatcher had agreed to submit

the reform package to the House of

Commons once it had been approved by

the Canadian Parliament. Trudeau said

last week he would submit the plan to the

Canadian Parliament shortly after it

reconvenes on Oct. 14. The new session of

the British Parliament opens on Nov. 4.

The proposed changes would end the

need for any amendments to the Canadian

constitution to be approved by the British

parliament, which has been the case since

the country became independent in 1867.

The package afro includes a new bill of

rights and a formula for amending the

constitution once that power passes from

British hands.

progress. The League of Arab States in con-

formity with the objectives of the United

Nations and its charter has played important

and constructive roles, aimed at strengthen-

ing the political, economic, social and cultural

cooperation among its members. In its efforts

to attain these ends, it was faced with a for-

midable obstacle that continues to prevent

the establishment of peace and stability, not

only in the Middle East region, but in the

whole world.

By that I mean Israeli aggression and hate-

ful racist policy pursued by it. When he refer

to the Israeli enemy, we do not solely bear in

mind its aggression against a peaceful people

in theirown homeland, the uoflawful acquisi-

tion of their lands and property, the fact that

such aggression constitutes a violation of

principles and supreme human values or that

it amounts to a brazen defiance ofthe resolu-

tions adopted by international bodies : We
also perceive the aggression as being against

high moral values and lofty human principles.

Ever since the forces of East and West com-
bined to partition Palestine and establish the

so-called state of Israel, that state derided to

adopt expansion as its principle and aggres-

sion as its way of life.

The Jews who have emigrated to Palestine

at the turn of the century and acquired in

1947 fifty-seven percent ofthe fertile lands of

Palestine, have extended their economic
domain to include the whole of Palestine in

addition to other neighboring Arab ter-

ritories. Since 1967, Israel has been creating

settlements in the occupied Arab lands,

which in 1981, reached a total of 32 settle-

ments on the Golan Heights, 12 settlements

in the Gaza Strip, and 18 settlements in

northern Sinai and the outskirts of Rafeh.

These are in addition to 1 1 1 settlements on
the West Bank. Israel has in fact, usurped

34.4 percent of the total area of the occupied

West Bank, which was already reduced.

Israel was established on and continues to

thrive on aggression. Its histoxy has been

marked by policies of expansion, torture, and
occupation which forms the basis of its exis-

tence. In the course of one month only, Israel

has committed two criminal aggressions

against two Arab capitals. The Security

Council adopted a resolution condemning
Israel for its aggression against the nuclear

reactor in Iraq. No sooner had the ink of that

resolution dried, when Israel committed a
savage crime against areas crowded with

civilians in Beirut, killing and wounding hun-

dreds of people, including women, the aged,

and children. Eveiytime, the excuses were
the same. Israel allows itself to violate the

air-space of a sovereign state and menjber of

the United Nations, to occupy pan of its land,

kill its people and attack anotherArab capital

— all this under the pretext that such actions

are dictated by the necessity of defending its

security. Israel claims, in an effort to deceive

and mislead public opinion, that its security is

threatened by the existence of the Iraqi nuc-

lear reactor. It afro claims that is aggression

against Lebanon is to protect the Christians

and sometimes to protect itself against the

Palestinians in southern Lebanon. All these
claims involve complete distortions of fact.

On what basis could Israel consider the nuc-

lear reactor a threat to its security when Iraq

bad, in feet, established the reactor for peace-

ful purposes, signed the nonproliferation tre-

aty and agreed to open its reactor for inspec-

tion by the IAEA ? Since when was Israel

concerned about the well-being of the Christ-

ians in Lebanon when it had itself killed and
displaced the Christians of Palestine ? Furth-

ermore, the existence of the Palestinians in

southern Lebanon is a direct result of the-

Zionist aggression against the Palestinians

and their displacement.

His Royal Highness Prince Fahd Ben
Abdul Aziz, crown prince and deputy prime

Polish price

hikes stay
GDANSK, Poland, Oct. 5 (Agencies) —

The Polish government Monday defied Sol-

idarity union demands and said it will go

ahead with a 100 percent increase in cigarette

prices despite union anger.

But it appeared that there were no cigaret-

tes to buy Monday, when the price hike was

scheduled to go into effect, and a kiosk sales-

woman here said she would not have any

tobacco until Tuesday.
Solidarity union chief Lech Walesa Sunday

night demanded in a virtual ultimatum an

immediate suspension of the cigarette price

hikes which raise the price of the cheapest

brand to40 cents a pack, and ofmore expen-

sive brands to $1.80.

During a stormy session at the union's first

national congress Sunday, many delegates

said their rank-and-file members were pre-

pared to strike over the price hikes, and Wal-

esa told government ministers trying to

explain the increase they had no choice.

Delegates laughed at Minister of Finance

Marian Krzak and Price Commission Chair-

man Zygmunt Krasinski during their

attempts to explain the price hike.

“The suspension of the price increases of

cigarettes is unjustified," a government

communique carried by the Polish news

agency PAP said

.

minister, put forward certain principleswhich

can be used in the formulation of such a

resolution. These principles were previously

embodied jn resolutions adopted by the Secs

urity Council and General Assembly.

TTiey are:

1

—

The withdrawal of Israel from all

Arab lands occupied in 1 967, including Arab
Jerusalem:

2—The removal ofsettlementsestablished

by Israel in Arab lands after 1967:

3— Security of the freedom ofworshipand
religious rites for all religions in the holy

places:

4— Confirmation of the right of the Pales-

tinian people to return, and compensation for

those who opt not to do so:

5— The West Bank and the Gaza Strip will

be subject to a transitional period under the

supervision of the United Nations for a

period not exceeding few months:
6— The establishment of an independent

Palestinian state with Jerusalem as its capital:

7— Confirming the right ofthe countries of

the region to live in peace:
8— The United Nations or some of its

members shall guarantee the implementation

of these principles.

His Royal Highness has stressed that the

implementation of these principles depends
on three conditions which must be fulfilled.

‘They are:

(1) Cessation of the unlimited American
support for Israel.

(2) Putting an end to Israeli arrogance.

(3) Recognition that the Palestinian

number is the main factor in the Middle East
equation.

The United Nations has urged enough and
condemned enough. Yet, an equitable and
just solution is nowhere in sight. We ask

ourselves whether there is anyway other than
proceeding from the consensus ofcondemna-
tion to tangible implementation, in order to

reach a settlement? This question is placed
before the United Nations and the Security

Council.

The tangible procedure is embodied in the

proposed resolution which should constitute

the framework for a settlement. All the Arab
countries desire peace and strive to its

attainment. While theymay disagree on posi-

tions concerning international efforts and
initiatives, they do not differon the need fora
just and comprehensive peace.

Our faith in the principles and objectives of
the United Nations, wherein all nations ofthe
world meet, is solid and becomes even
stronger wife the passage of time despite

problems and crises that face the world.

Because of our faith in this organization, we
do not hesitate tocome to it to discuss various

problems and crises, and to cooperate with
others in seeking solutions for the establish-

ment ofa world community characterized by
stability, progress, peace, and security.
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Good Morning
By Jihad A1 Khazen

My new friend, a’man of evident wis-

dom about, and experience in, the Ameri-

can scene (he's been working at one of the

smallerArab embassies in Washington for

a few years), gave me an earnest lecture

about the theme of “us and them." (He

kept assuring me that the “[hem" here is

official America only, that he has many

friends here whom he would and could

never possibly think of as “them")

His main point was the following. Offi-

cial America has convinced itself that it

must “protect” us. And that’s why we

must now start worrying. Just look at the

long list of countries they have “pro-

tected”, and look at what happened as a

result. Enemy attack is. in comparison to

America’s “protection", safety itself. The

problem with official America, he

insisted, was its failure to mobilize the vast

economic and military resources of the

country properly, or bring them to bear

effectively on any issue. Official America,

he added, is an America of bunglers —
administration after administration walk

by like so many Gerald Fords (as he tried

to accomplish the feat while chewing

gum).
He told me to forget about the great

and obvious. disasters. Let the Cubas,,the

Vietnams, the Angola's go and take the

lesser, supposedly more handabie affairs.

One of the most illustrative among
these is perhaps that of the “ technology

gap", now sadly narrowing, with the

Soviet Union. Time there was when the

American felt sale no matter what the

Soviets did, because they knew the other

side could never really perfect his tech-

nology. Great ICBMs the Russian have

for a while. But itwas always assumed
they will never get the knowhow for pin-

point accuracy: which is what you would

need when it comes to trying to knock the

other fellow’s missiles out before they fly.

But now they have it, and thanks purely

to American technology — during the

Nixon administration they were allowed

to buy equipment to help them in this

regard, “for peaceful purposes only”, of

course. But they adapted it, as anybody
could have guessed they would, for their

present fearful purpose. Hence the panic

now about a possible Russian “first

strike.”

Then there's the question of the jumbo
jets pioneered by the Americans. The
metals used were, of course, a closely

guarded secret. There was no way for the

Russians to buy them; and it was equally

impossible to obtain them through indus-

trial espionage. So what did they do?
They simply asked to pay a friendly,

quite above board, visit— a lunch invita-

tion included. There would be of course

no question of cameras, hidden or other-
wise. No question of awkward inquiries.

Just to see an advanced technology plant

in action, that’s all.
- When the idea was accepted the Rus-
sians turned up for the appointment, dres;

sed in the normal way, or so it appeared*.

Except for their shoes, which were all

rubber-soled; and veiy sticky rubber it

was too. They walked around the factory,

gave our tbe usual views on the need for

more technological cooperation, pre-

sented their compliments and went home.
And there, of course, the shoes were

collected, and their soles separated and
residues on the analyzed to within an inch
of their life. And thus all the metals used
were obtained. A short while later the
Russians announced that they too were
soon to have jumbo jets as good as the
West's.

Translated from Asharq Al -Awsat

Bomb detonated
in Washington
WASHINGTON, Oct. 5 (AP) — Police

and army experts detonated a firebomb Sun-
day that apparently was intended for a high-

ranking South African emissary. The bomb
was discovered when a maid at the Qhtar
Embassy found a package on the doorstep,

according to Saud AJameri, wife of the

ambassador.
Mrs. Alameri said the maid noticed that

the package bore the address of the nearby
borne of Sybrand Visagje. South Africa’ s top
representative to the International Monetary
Fund. Police did not confirm that the package
bore Visagie’s address.
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